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CHAPTER I
IN':1RODUCTION
While the formulations of many theorists have considered man's ability to project himself into the future, research in the area of future-conceptualizing behaviors and
psychopathology has been relatively limited.

The purpose of

this study was to investigate future-conceptual functioning
as related to premorbid adjustment in schizophrenia.

Future

time perspective, which Wallace (1956, P• 240) defined as
"the timing and ordering of personalized future events," was
investigated along with the cognitive abilities of planning.
Kastenbaum (1961) stated:
The study of planning abilities • • • seems closely
related to future outlook •• , , FTP (future time perspective) might be regarded as that function of the individual which permits him to draw up a model of the
future, while planning refers to his process of working
within that self-defined framework (p. 215).
If the ability to conceptualize the future and to
plan are necessary for a relatively satisfying adjustment to
life and for personality growth, as the writings of Allport
(1955), Buhler (1962), and French (1952) suggest, it might
be expected that process schizophrenics--those whose premorbid
adjustment has been poor--would differ in future time perspective and in planning abilities from reactive schizo1

2

phrenics--those whose premorbid adjustment has been good.
It might also be expected that normals would differ in
future time perspective and in planning abilities from
both process and reactive schizophrenics.
In addition, if the belief that rewards or reinforcements depend upon one's own behavior (internal
control) rather than upon external factors is related to
future-conceptualizing behaviors and relative adjustment
(Platt & Eisenman, 1968; Shybut, 1968), it might be expected
that normals and reactive schizophrenics would be more
internal in locus of control than process schizophrenics.
The present study tested the following hypotheses:
1.

Reactive and process schizouhrenics differ in
future time perspective,

Reactives have a more

extended, more coherent, more dense future time
perspective, have a more directional, active
conception of time, and are more time competent
than process schizophrenics.
2.

Reactive schizophrenics show greater planning
ability than process schizophrenics.

3, The normal control group differs from the
process and reactive groups in future time
perspective and in planning ability,

Normals

have a more extended, more coherent, more dense
future time perspective, have a more directional,
active conception of time, and are more time

3
competent.

Normals show greater planning

ability.
L~.

Normals and reactive schizophrenics are more
internal in locus of control than process
schizophrenics.l

lNo difference in locus of control .between normals
and reactives was predicted because of the results
reported by Lettman and Dewolfe (1972). In this study,
while a process-reactive difference in locus of control
was reported, no difference was found between reactives
and nonschizophrenic controls. Moreover, the mean internal-external score for the reactives was similar to (and
in some cases lower than) the mean score reported by
investigators using normal Ss.
·

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Process-Reactive Schizophrenia
Researchers in schizophrenia continue to show interest in the premorbid adjustment variable (or process-reactive dimension).

Adequacy of premorbid adjustment, along

with the paranoid-nonparanoid distinction, and chronicity
have been the constructs used by investigators to reduce
the behavioral heterogeneity of schizophrenic subjects
(Strauss, 1973).

In a survey of recent research in schizo-

phrenia, Cash (1973) stated:

"Of the three [constructs],

premorbid adjustment has consistently received the most
investigation (p. 282)."

Higgins (1969), reviewing the

recent studies using the process-reactive distinction,
concluded:

"Despite problems surrounding the process-

reactive concept, it continues to permit reduction of
heterogeneity in schizophrenia with sufficient frequency to
ensure its continued and broadened application (p. 450)."
The origin of the process-reactive distinction in
schizophrenia can be traced back to psychiatry's early
emphasis on prognosis or outcome.

In his review of process

and reactive schizophrenia, Garmezy (1970) stated:
Although the separation of a process group of
schizophrenics was initially made by Frank in 1932,
the forerunners of the distinction were provided by
Karl Jaspers and Eugen Bleuler, both of whom sought to
4

5
distinguish between process and reactive psychoses
(p. JO).
.
In their efforts to find prognostic criteria for
schizophrenic patients, Kraepelin (1907), Bleuler (1924),
Meyer (1910), and Sullivan (1925-1926) contributed to the
development of the process-reactive distinction.

In view-

ing schizophrenia as having a biophysical etiology,
Kraepelin and Bleuler emphasized symptoms as prognostic
indices.

Meyer and Sullivan, emphasizing psychogenic

factors, considered premorbid life history as significantly related to outcome.
The process schizophrenic is characterized by poor
premorbid personality integration and deficient social
and sexual adjustment.
onset

o~

There is an "insidious, gradual

psychosis without pertinent stress (Kantor,

Wallner, & Winder, 1953, P• 158),"

Garmezy (1970)

stateds
Symptomatically, there is a gradual onset of emotional
blunting, a withdrawal from life's daily activity;
apathy and indifference hold sway, and somatic delusions and marked disturbances in thinking may characteristically be present and maintained for long
periods of time (p. 35).
The following description of a reactive schizophrenic
was given by Weiner (1958)1
• • • From birth to the fifth year, the maturational and developmental history showed no defects,
physical health was good. Generally school and home
adjustment was good • • • • Heterosexual relationships
were established • • • •
The onset of the illness was often sudden with
a clear-cut, understandable precipitating event • • • ,
Response to treatment was good (pp. 156-157),

6

Investigators have recently used the process-reactive distinction in studying such areas as personality
functioning, autonomic arousal and responsiveness, conceptualization, learning, and family dynamics (Higgins,

1969).

Two studies have focused on time estimation in

process and reactive schizophrenics.

Nor,mington (1967)

reported that process schizophrenics were less accurate
than reactive schizophrenics in estimating exposure times
on four of the ttseven stimulus cards which were tachistoscopically presented, with exposure speeds at 10, 20,
and

JO

seconds for each card (p. 222)."

Petzel and

Johnson (1972) investigated time estimation of process
and reactive schizophrenics under crowded (where the experimenter was within six inches of the subject) and uncrowded
(where the experimenter was about four feet from the
subject) conditions.

The authors found that crowding

disrupted the time estimation of both g;roups of schizophrenics.

They stated:

"The prediction that the time

estimations of process and reactive schizophrenics would
be affected differentially by the proximity of the
experimenter was not confirmed by this study (p. 346)."
Although many researchers have studied conceptual
functioning of process and reactive·schizophrenics, and
the two above-mentioned studies have focused on time
estimation of these groups, the area of future-conceptualizing behaviors (future time perspective and the cognitive

7
abilities of planning) has been neglected.
Future ·Time Persnective
A detailed account of time perspective was presented
by Frank in 1939.

He stated that "all human conduct (and

probably all organic behavior) is conditioned by the time
perspectives of the individual and of his culture (p. 294)."
Frank indicated:
The various time perspectives of a culture give the
dimensions of the values that are operating in the
lives of those living in that culture by specifying
the conduct that must be observed in resnonse to each
situation, wherein that immediate situation is to be
seen as instrumental to a more remote or def erred
situation (p. 296).
According to Lewin (1951), "the totality of the individual's views of his psychological future and his psychological past existing at a given time can be called 'time
perspective (p. 75).'"

He wrote that "regardless of whether

the individual's picture of the future is correct or incorrect at a given time, this picture deeply affects the mood
and the action of the individual at that time (1948, P• 104)."
Lewin (1951) noted that a child's time perspective becomes
larger as he advances in age; his present behavior is
influenced by more distant futµre and past events.

For

Lewin, "'broadening the pupil's view• has always been considered one of the main purposes of education.

Such an

increase in time perspective can be viewed as one type of
change in cognitive structure (p. 76)."
In addition to Frank and Lewin, several other theorists

8

have considered an individual's ability to conceptualize
his future.

Futurity is implied in the construct of the

reality principle.

Freud (1911) stateds

"A momentary

pleasure, uncertain in its results, is given up, but only
in order to gain in the new way an assured pleasure coming
later (p. 18),"

Hartman (1958) wrotes

• • • the reality principle • • • implies something essentially new, namely the familiar function
of anticinating the future, orienting our actions
according to it, and correctly relating means and ends
to each other. It is an ego function and, surely,
an adaptation process of the highest significance
(p. 4J).
The concept of futurity is also stressed in Adler's

(1956) theory of personality,

His concepts of fictional

finalism and striving for superiority emphasize the fact
that man is motivated more by the goals he seeks than by
his past.
According to Allport (1955), "the possession of longra.nge goals, regarded as central to one's personal existence, distinguishes the human being from the animal, the
adult from the child, and in many cases the healthy personality from the sick (p. 51)."

He considered intelligent

planning an important aspect.of any mature life.
Maslow (1968) also emphasized man's ability to deal
with his future.

He wrote that "no'theory of psychology

will ever be complete which does not centrally incorporate
the concept that man has his future within him, dynamically
active at this present moment (p. 15)."

For Maslow, "self-

actualization is meaningless without reference to a current-

9
ly active future (u. 15)."
The future is also taken into account in Buhler's

(1962) 'emphasis on the importance of having goals.

She

wrote:
A person cannot live for long without goals and without
hope and be happy or even content. He needs a future
to look forward to, or believe in, to build on. In
my opinion merely coping with current :problems is no
goal, and adjustment is not enough (p. 174).
Another theorist who considered man's capacity to
conceptualize his future was George Kelly.

The fundamental

postulate in his theory of personal constructs focuses on
man's anticipation of events.

Kelly (1955) stated:

Anticipation is not merely carried on for its own sake;
it is carried on so that future reality may be better
represented. It is the future which tantalizes man,
not the past. Always he reaches out to the future through
the window of the present (p. 49).
In his emphasis on hope and the planning process,
French (1952) took futurity into account in his formulations.
For French, "hope • • • stimulates the integrative mechanism
to form a plan for realizing this hope.

Finally, hope of

satisfaction activates this plan • • • (p. 53)."
The importance of future time is highlighted by many
existential philosophers and psychologists.

May (1958)

commented:
One of the distinctive contributions of the existential
analysts to this problem [the problem of time] is that,
having placed time in the center of the psychological
picture, they then propose that the future, in contrast
to present or past, is the dominant mode of time for
human beings. Personality can be understood only as
we see it on a trajectory toward its future; a man can
understand himself only as he projects himself forward
(pp. 68-69).

10
Empirical studies

~

methodological considerations.

The concept of future time perspective has recently received considerable research attention.

A restricted

future time extension has been found in alcoholics
(Foulks & Webb, 1970; Roos & Albers, 1965a; Smart, 1968),
delinquents (Barndt & Johnson, 1955; Davids, Kidder, &
Reich, 1962; Siegman, 1961; Stein, Sarbin & Kulik, 1968),
depressives (Dilling & Rabin, 1967; Foulks & Webb, 1970),
retardates (Roos & Albers, 1965b), low-achievers (Barabasz,
1970; Teahan, 1958), lower-class children (LeShan, 1952),
and homesick college students (Platt & Taylor, 1967).
Significant relationships have also been reported between
a curtailed future extension and anxiety (Krauss & Ruiz,
1967; Rychlak, 1972), external locus of control (Platt &
Eisenman, 1968; Shybut, 1968), high death concern and simulated death condition (Dickstein & Blatt, 1966; Wohlford,
1966), and age and institutionalization (Fink, 195?).
Firstborn and only children have been reported to have a
greater impersonal future extension than later-born siblings (Platt, Eisenman, & DeGross, 1969).

A significant

relationship has been found between personal future projections and peace corps competence (Ezekiel, 1968).
A difficulty in evaluating research in time perspective stems from the fact that investigators using terms
referring to temporal eXperience have not precisely indicated what they have meant by these terms.
stated a

Wallace (1956)

11

Concepts such as time sense, time orientation, time
uersnective, and time uerceT)tl'OYlare emnloyed interchangeably, often in the sar.1e investigation, or are
utilized in such a manner that no clear idea of the
intended meaning is given, either in conceptual or
operational terms (p. 240).
Wallace and Rabin (1960) pointed out that investigators have often attached different meanings to time
perspective and used assessment methods which were quite
different.

They indicated:

To a large extent, therefore, the results reported are
not comparable, and attempts to draw broad generalizations might be seriously questioned. Nonetheless, in
viev1 of the relatively sizeable number of significant
findings reported, it does seem appropriate to conclude
that both the direct and indirect approaches to the
problem of time perspective have been quite fruitful
(p.

231).

An issue which has recently received the attention of
investigators is whether future time perspective is a
unidimensional variable or not.

Kastenbaum (1961) reported

that three logically distinct aspects of future time perspective--density, coherence, and extension--share a common
factor which he called "general concern for future experiences."

Although Slavin (1966) reported some support for

this finding, other studies (Heimberg, 1963; Lessing,

1968; Platt, Eisenman, De Lisser, & Darbes, 1971; Ruiz,
Reivich, & Krauss, 1967) indicated only a slight relationship or none at all between measures of time perspective.
Perhaps the inconsistent results occurred because the
batteries of the time perspective measures were not identical to those used in Kastenbaum's study.

12

Future time perspective

~

schizophrenia.

Sever-

al psychiatric and psychoanalytic writers have pointed out
the relationship between psychopathology and disturbances
of temporal experience (Dooley, 1941; DuBois, 1954; Schilder,
1936; Schneider, 1948).

Furthermore, writers have noted the

relationship between an inability to deal with the future
and depressed patients (Eissler, 1952; Straus, 1947), psychopaths (Greenacre, 1945), and schizophrenics (Minkowski,

1926).

Arieti (1947) stated that in schizophrenia there is

"considerable restriction of the psychotemporal field
(p. 478)."

He indicated&

"The patient withdraws more or

less to a narcissistic level, and his temporal orientation
becomes also more and more similar to that of the narcissistic period, that is, related to the present time (p. 478).
Laing (1967) described the schizophrenic experience as "a
voyage from outer to inner [space and time], • • • from
going forward to going back, from temporal movement to
temporal standstill, from mundane time to eonic time
(p. 89). 11

Shakow (1962) depicted the difference between

the temporal orientation of a normal individual and the
schizophrenic.

He indicated:

The normal human being acts typically in the present,
based on the past, to satisfy present but, predominantly, future needs • • • • The schizophrenic, on the
contrary, appears to act in the present in the attempt
to satisfy some present urgent needs, but predominantly
to satisfy uast needs; he leaves the impression of not
truly having any future needs (p. 15).
In an investiea_tion of the future outlook of psychopathological groups, Israeli (1936), using interview data,

11
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reported that a hiB:h percentage of paranoid schizophrenics
had "a limited perspective scarcely extending beyond the
present or an attenuated perspective comprising barely a
few future possibilities (p. 118)."

Balken (1943), study-

ing schizophrenic langi.;tage and thought, noted the verbal
productions of schizophrenics were marked by "prevalence
of temporal setting in the present or present perfect tense,
and lack of verbs with future reference or with past
habitual reference (p. 243). 11
In an investigation of future time perspective and
schizophrenia, Wallace (1956) introduced two aspects of
future time perspective--extension and coherence--and also
presented techniques of assessing future time perspect:ive
which have subsequently been used by many researchers.
The author defined extension as "the length of the future
time span which is conceptualize.a (p. 240)."

Coherence was

defined as "the degree of organization of the events in the
future time span (p. 240)."

In this study Wallace investi-

gated the future time perspective of 34 schizophrenic
patients and 34 medical patients who served as normal
controls.

The schizophrenic sample consisted of 17 short-

term patients (median length of hospitalization

=6

months)

and 17 long-term patients (median length of hospitalization

=5

years and 9 months).

The author reported:

On the basis of the present study, it nay be
that future ti~e uersnective, in its
e::tcnsion and coher0nc08-:Spects, is influenced by
schizonhrenic "Drocess to such an extent that both
the length of the future time span and the
su~~ested

14
organization of its contents are significantly reduced
for a sample of schizophrenic patients as compared to
a group of normal controls (p. 245).
This study may be somewhat limited by the fact that
the two schizophrenic groups were not matched on the variable of age; also, the author does not report the age of the
subjects.
\'lilliams (1965) studied temporal attitudes, orientations, and perspectives among groups of 20 schizophrenic,
20 tubercular, and 20 normal subjects.

The mean length

of current hospitalization for both schizophrenic and tubercular subjects "was over five months"; the median length
of illness for schizophrenic subjects and for tubercular
subjects was 12.50 years and .87 years, respectively.
The author reported that on one task normals had a greater
future extension "than the patient groups, but were also
significantly younger in age (p. 157)."

On another task

schizophrenics allotted "more time to the future than the
tuberculars (p. 157)"; however, no significant differences
in future extension were reported between the normals and
either ,patient group on this task.

Williams also indicated

that the normal group had a more coherent future time
perspective than the tuberculars, who were more coherent in
their organization of future events t.han the schizophrenics.
No significant difference between the groups was found in
their preference for temporal metaphors which were dynamic
vs. those which were naturalistic-passive.

The author

15
stated that "no easily definable deficits with respect to
temporal attitudes, perspectives, and orientations occur
in schizophrenia which cannot be attributed to disturbances
of a more general nature in the thought processes (p. 161)."
Williams concluded that the instruments which he used were
"most sensitive in assessine; differences in temporal attitudes, orientations, and perspectives between hospitalized
and non-hospitalized persons, but not between psychotics
and non-psychotics (p. 161)."
In an investigation of the temporal experience of 20
schizophrenics, 20 depressives, and 20 medical patients,
Dilling and Rabin (1967) reported that the three groups
differed significantly in future time extension.

The

depressives attained the lowest median extension score, while
the medical patients received the highest.

The authors

also indicated:
The schizophrenic group presented the least coherent
future time perspective; on the other hand, the depres.sive group was somewhat more coherent, while the normal
control group (medical patients] gave the highest rank
correlation coefficient (p. 606).
Using five groups of institutionalized patients,
Zwissler (1967) studied the relationships between future
time perspective and schizophrenic behavior, anxiety, and
institutionalization.
of hospitalization

= 11

The short-term groups (median length
weeks) included 25 schizophrenic,

16 tubercular, and 16 medical patients.

The long-term

groups (median length of hospitalization

= 39

vrnelcs)

consisted of 15 tubercular and 22 schizophrenic patients.
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Zwissler (1967) reported that schizophrenic and tubercular
long-term patients did not differ in future time perspective.

He found short-term tubercular patients showed more

future preference ("the proportion of future references to
references of another temporal period") than short-term
schizophrenics, but the latter showed greater future extension; no differences were reported between these two groups
in future coherence or in future density ("the number of
,

future references").

Zwissler stateds

"The relationship

between length of institutionalization and the future time
perspective dimensions of extension, coherence, and preference is not consistent (p. 2882-B)."
Schlosberg (1969) studied temporal perspective in
a group of 20 schizophrenics (median length of hospitalization

=4

years) and a control group of 20 tubercular

patients (median length of hospitalization

=3

years).

"The two groups were equated for age, education, and residence of at least one year in Israel (p. 24)."

Schlosberg

found "that the total time perspective (past and future) is
significantly shortened in schizophrenics as compared to that
of the control group (p. 32)."

He also reported that schizo-

phrenics were significantly less coherent in their organization of future events than the control group.
Using a sample of 30 normals, 45 moderately disturbed
patients,· and 45 severely disturbed patients, Shybut (1968)
investigated the "relationships between time perspective,
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internal vs. external control, and severity of psychological. disturbance (p. 315) •"

The moderately disturbed

group consisted mostly of psychoneurotics, with some patients
diagnosed as character disorders.

In the severely disturbed

group, which included only psychotic patients, the predominant diagnosis was schizophrenic reaction.

Shybut reported

that on one measure of time perspective normals had a significantly greater future extension than both the moderately
disturbed and severely disturbed groups, with the moderately
disturbed showing significantly greater future extension than
the severely disturbed.

On another measure, the normal

group had a significantly greater extent of future time than
both patient groups, but no significant difference was
found between the moderately disturbed and the severely
disturbed·groups.

Shybut stated:

"The findings suggest

an inverse relationship between severity of psychological
disturbance and the length of the future time perspective
(p. 314)."

He also reported that the severely disturbed

group was more external in perceived locus of control than
both the normals and the moderately disturbed patients.
Braley and Freed (1971) investigated temporal orientation in groups of 18 outpatients of a psychiatric day
clinic and 18 controls (15 females and 3 males in each
group).

The experimental group consisted of psychotic and

neurotic patients, and "one-half • • • had been diagnosed as
some variant of schizophrenic reaction (p. 35)."
authors reported that the normal subjects "endorse

The
g-sort
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statements reflecting a significantly greater future actual
temporal orientation than do outpatients (p. 33)."

The

normal subjects also extended themselves significantly more
into the future than the outpatients.

Although the study is

limited by the small number of subjects, an interesting
finding is that "the greatest satisfaction with self seemed
to be associated with a moderate future temporal orientation (p. 33)."
In a sample of 31 neurotic and 28 schizophrenic
outpatients, Stein and Craik (1965) studied the relationship between motoric and ideational activity preference and
time perspective.

The authors reported that neurotics and

schizophrenics did not differ in future time perspective or
in past time perspective.

However, Stein and Craik indi-

cated that when the subjects were categorized as either
motoric (preferring activities in the physical-spatial
environment) or ideational (preferring conceptual activities), "ideational Ss had a -greater extent of future time
perspective than did motoric Ss (p. 460)."

Although the

study may be limited in so far as no control group was
used, the motoric-ideational dimension seems to be a promising attempt to deal with the variability in diagnostic
groups.
Foulks and Webb (1970) investigated temporal orientation in a group of 119 male VA patients consisting of 29
alcoholics, 30 chronic schizophrenics, 30 acute schizophrenics, and JO depressives.

A control group of JO normal
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male subjects was also included.

The subjects were all

given the Time Reference Inventory (TRI) which measures
past and future temporal orientation.

The authors report-

ed that normals and chronic schizophrenics had significantly greater future extension scores than depressives,
alcoholics, and acute schizophrenics.

No significant dif-

ferences in future extension were reported between normals
and chronic schizophrenics.

Foulks and Webb statedi

"The

lack of difference • • • between chronic schizophrenic and
normal Ss could be due to adjustment to institutionalization
by the chronic group or to the passage of the crisis period associated with their initial hospitalization (p. 157). 11
The authors also indicated that because of the lower testretest reliability of the TRI on the chronic schizophrenics, "real differences possibly existed between the normal
and chronic group scores, but were obscured by the greater
error variance ( p. 157) • 11
In summary, a review of the literature on future
time perspective suggests that schizophrenics have a more
curtailed future extension than normals (Braley & Freed,
1971; Dilling & Rabin, 1967; Shybut, 1968; Wallace, 1956:
Williams, 1965).

In one study (Foulks & Webb, 1970), a

restricted future extension was found in acute schizophrenics, but no significant difference was reported between chronic schizophrenics and normals.

The authors noted

that their finding of no difference in future extension
between chronic schizophrenics and normals may be due to
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the fact that the chronic Ss have adjusted to their

hos~

pitalization, or passed through the crisis related to
their hospitalization, or because of the lower test-retest
reliability of the measure they used on the chronic ss.
When schizophrenics have been compared with tubercular
patients whose hospitalization has been comparable to
schizophrenics, the findings have been inconsistent
(Schlosberg, 1969; Williams, 1965; Zwissler, 1967) and
suggest the need for additional research regarding the
effect of hospitalization on future time perspective.
In addition to normals and tubercular patients,
schizophrenics have also been compared with patients in
other psychiatric categories.

Shybut (1968) found that

severely disturbed inpatients (mostly schizophrenics) have
a more restricted future extension than those who are moderately disturbed (mostly neurotics); however, no significant differences between schizophrenic and neurotic outpatients were reported by Stein and Craik {1965).

Dilling

and Rabin {1967) and Foulks and Webb (1970) found that
depressives have a more curtailed future extension than
schizophrenics.

Alcoholics have also been reported to have

a shorter future extension than schizophrenics {Foulks &
Webb, 1970).

Thus, the research literature suggests that

schizophrenics have a more curtailed future extension than
normals but are not as restricted as depressives or alcoholics in this dimension.
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It is interesting to note that a restricted future

time extension in schizophrenic subjects has been reported
for long-term patients (Schlosberg, 1969: Shybut, 1968;
Wallace, 1956; Williams, 1965), for short-term patients
(Dilling & Rabin, 1967; Foulks & Webb, 1970; Wallace,

1956), and for outpatients (Braley & Freed, 1971).

Also,

a curtailed future extension has been reported in a sample
which was predominantly female (Braley & Freed, 1971), and
in one in which there was an equal number of males and
females (Dilling & Rabin, 1967).

Thus, the finding that

schizophrenics are restricted in future time extension
seems fairly generalizable.
Schizophrenics have also been reported to be less
coherent in their organization of future events than normal
and tubercular subjects.

This finding has been reported

for both long-term (Schlosberg, 1969; Wallace, 1956;
Williams, 1965) and for short-term patients (Dilling &
Rabin, 1967; Wallace, 1956), although one study did not
report a difference in coherence (Zwissler, 1967),
No significant differences have been found between
schizophrenics and tubercular patients in future density-"the number of future references (Zwissler, 1967).

11

In

addition, no significant differences have been reported
between schizophrenics, tubercular patients, and normals in
directionality--preference for time metaphors which are
dynamic rather than naturalistic-passive (Williams, 1965).

r
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Planning Abilities
Both Kastenbaum (1961) and Doob (1971) have referred
to the close relationship between future time perspective
and planning.

Doob stated that "it seems evident that all

planning demands a future orientation and that anticipating
future activity is a form of planning (p • .392)."
Berger, Guilford and Christensen (1957) reported the
results of an extensive factor-analytic study designed "to
isolate and define the abilities involved in planning
(p. JO)."

Fifty-two tests were administered to a sample of

J64 aircrew trainees.

The authors stateda

Orthogonal rotations resulted in 14 identifiable factors,
ten of which had been found previously: verbal comtrehension, numerical facilit~, visualization, genera
reasoning, logical evaluation, 1deational fluency,
education of conceptual relations, jud€?ffient, originality,
and adaptive flexibility (p. JO).
Berger et al. noted that their "investigation supports
the hypothesis that in planning we should find a large
number of primary abilities involved (p. JO)."

They found

four factors which "are new and seem to be unique to planning tests.

They are the abilities of ordering, elaboration,

percentual foresight, and concentual foresight (p. 30)."
In a sample of 296 college freshmen, Kaye (1969)
found a positive relationship between planning (as measured
by the Porteus Maze Test and the Picture Arrangement subtest
of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale) and ego identity
(as measured by a self-rating instrument).

He also reported

a positive relationship between time perspective and ego

r
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identity; however, no significant relationship was found
between time perspective and planning.
There has been little research in the area of
planning abilities and psychopathology.

Singer, Wilensky

and Mccraven (1956) reported the results of a factorial
study of some basic ego functions (delaying capacity,
fantasy, and planning ability) using a sample of 100 male
veteran schizophrenics.

Four centroid factors were found,

and Factor A was designated as "Motor Inhibition and Planfulness."

For this factor, the authors reported "high

loadings on Rorschach M, Movement-Threshold [Barron's
Movement Threshold Inkblots], Porteus Maze Test Quotient

[a measure of

plannin~

, Motor Inhibition Time, and Coop-

erativeness in ward behavior (p. 382)."
Guilford and Hoepfner (1971) noted that planning may
be considered as a "species of problem solving (p. 188)."
Poor problem-solving has been found to be associated with
maladjustment in children (Shure, Spivack, & Jaeger, 1971:
Shure & Spivack, 1972) and in adolescents (Spivack & Levine,
1963; Spivack & Spotts, 1967).

Platt and Spivack (1972b)

investigated social competence and effective problem-solving in 103 acute psychiatric patients.

The sample consist-

ed of 51 males and 52 females, and the predominant diagnosis was schizophrenia.

Regarding their findings, the

authors stateds
These results suggest that (a) the possession of
both the ability to address oneself relevantly to problem
situations, and also (b) the ability to provide appro-
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priate means to the solution of a problem are
associated with higher levels of premorbid social
competence in psychiatric patients (p. 4).
Platt and Spivack (1972a) also reported support for
"the hypotheses that psychiatric patients are less able
than normal controls to address themselves to hypothetical real-life problematic situations and to provide solutions to such problems (p. 148)."
fulmmary
A review of the literature suggests that the premorbid adjustment variable (or process-reactive dimension) continues to attract the attention of researchers and to be a
valuable construct in dealing with the behavioral variability in schizophrenia (Higgins, 1969; Strauss, 1973).
A survey of the literature on future time perspective indicates that schizophrenics have a more curtailed future extension and are less coherent in their organization of
future events than normals (Braley & Freed, 1971: Dilling &
Rabin, 1967; Shybut, 1968; Wallace, 19.56; Williams, 1965).
Planning ability has been found to be related to Rorschach

M•

motor inhibition, and cooperative ward behavior among

schizophrenic patients (Singer et al., 1956).

Psychiatric

patients have been reported to show less problem-solving
ability than normals (Platt & Spivack, 1972a); and among
psychiatric patients, problem-solving cognition has been
found to be related to "higher levels of premorbid social
competence (Platt & Spivack, 1972b, P• 4)."

CHAPTER III
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects of this study were 72 male patients at
two Chicago-area Veterans Administration hospitals.

Forty-

eight of these patients were hospitalized at Downey VA
Hospital and had an official diagnosis of schizophrenia
or schizophrenic reaction; their records did not reveal a
history of brain damage, chronic alcoholism, or drug addiction.

These patients were divided into 24 process and 24

reactive schizophrenics "based on information fregarding
premorbid histort] from the General Information Questionnaire rated on an amplified and standardized version of
the Phillips scale (Dewolfe, 1971, P• 149; Dewolfe, 1968)."
The reactive group consisted of patients who attained
Phillips scale scores of 12 or less, and the process
group included those who received scores of 18 or more. 2

2carmezy (1970) stateds
"Scores from O to 15 have been used to denote so-called
good premorbid schizophrenic cases, with 16 to 30
representing the range for assignment as a poor premorbid case. More recently, there has been a move on
the part of investieators to remove the ambiguity
posed by midscores and to set the scale criteria for
designating good and poor premorbid cases as 12 and
below, and 17 or 18 and above, respectively ( p. Ia)."
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The control group was made up of 24 patients from
the medical service of Hines VA Hospital.

None of these

patients was terminally ill nor judged by a member of the
medical staff (ward physician or nurse) to show any significant psychopathological disturbance.

In addition, the

records of these patients did not indicate a history of
brain damage, alcoholism, or drug addiction.
The groups (reactive schizophrenics, process schizophrenics, and medical patients) were matched on age and on
current intellectual functioning as indicated by the vocabulary section of the Shipley-Institute of Living Scale or
Shipley-Hartford (Shipley, 1939).

The process schizophrenics,

reactive schizophrenics, and medical patients ranged in age
from 22 to 54 years, from 20 to 59 years, and from 23 to 56
years, reppectively.

Table 1 shows F tests and means of age

and of Shipley vocabulary scores.
The medical patients were all tested within 25 days of
their admission to the hospital; the mean length of current
hospitalization was ll.58 days.

The schizophrenic patients

were tested within approximately 8 months of their current
hospitalization.

Both process and reactive groups were

matched on length of current psychiatric hospitalization and
on length of total psychiatric

hospit~lization.

For the

reactive Ss, the length of total hospitalization ranged from
one month to 22 years and seven months, with a median of 33.5
months.

The length of total hospitalization for the process

Ss ranged from two months to 16 years and one month, with a
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TABLE 1
Years of Age and Shipley Vocabulary Score in Process,
Reactive, and Normal Groups

Group

Age

Shipley vocabulary score

Process

x

37.63

26.50

SD

10.19

4.67

x

4o.o4

28.29

SD

11.60

5.23

x

42.13

25.42

SD

9.41

7.59

Reactive

Normal

Note.-The Fs comparing the groups on age and on
Shipley vocabulary score were 1.12 and 1.42, respectively,
both not significant (df

= 2/69).

,.
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median of 77.0 months.

Table 2 shows t tests and means

of both current and total psychiatric hospitalization.
As indicated in Table 3, the two schizophrenic
groups were also matched on daily antipsychotic drug dosage based on Thorazine or Thorazine-equivalent doses.
In addition, to control for relative severity of
psychotic symptoms, the process and reactive groups were
matched on the Pa, Sc, and Ma scales of the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory.3

Table 4 indicates t

tests and means of these MMPI scales.
Measures of Future Time Persuective
The measures of future time perspective selected for
this study were those which lent themselves to an empirical investigation of this variable using Kastenbaum's

(1961) four-dimensional model.

This consists of extension

("the length of the future time

span which is conceptual-

ized \jlallace, 1956, p. 240) "), coherence ("the degree of
organization of the events in the future time span
[Wallace, 19 56, p. 240] .. ) , density (the number of events a
person sees in his personal future), and directionality
(the extent to which a person sees himself as moving from
the present into the future).
indicated1

Kastenbaum (1961)

"Density could be regarded as the 'stuffings'

Jr..m1PI scores were not available on seven process
and five reactive Ss.
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TABLE 2
Length of Current and Total Hospitalization for Process
and Reactive Groups

Group

Current hospitalization

Total hospitalization
(in months)

(in days)
Process

x

40.46

72.33

SD

43.8.5

59.01

x

39.21

56 .17

SD

48 •

.so

66.22

Reactives

Note.-The is comparing the groups on current and
total hospitalization were .09 and .89, respectively,
both not significant ( df

= l~6).
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TABLE 3
Daily Antipsychotic Drug Dosage of Process and
Reactive Groups

Group

Daily drug dosage in milligrams

Process

x

1240.83

SD

1309.07

Reactive

x

761.25

-SD

547.20

Note.-The

!

comparing the groups on daily antipsy-

chotic drug dosage was 1.66 (df

= 46),

not significant.

The Thorazine-equivalency table which was used was taken
from Mason (1973).
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TABLE 4
The T scores of MMPI Pa, Sc, and Ma Scales in Process
and Reactive Groups

Group

~

-Sc

-Ma

Process

-x
-SD

69.00

82.82

65.53

15.93

20.07

l0.94

!

66.95

76.74

66.95

-SD

13.29

17.71

11.24

Reactive

Note.-The ts comparing the

grou~

on the MMPI

Pa, §_£, and Me scales were .42, .97, and .38, respectively, all nonsignificant (,Sf= 34).
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contained within the frnr:wworlc that is limited by
e::~tension,

orga.11ized by coherence, and set in r,10tion at the

l)ace dictated by directionali tv ( p. 206) , "
Tir:1e
ali ty, the

t:etanho1~

~2i1:ie

Test,

In order to measure direction-

Iietaphor Test ( TI.:T) was used.

This instru-

ment, developed by Knapp and Garbutt (1958), consists of

25 poetic descriptions of time.

Using a sample of 73 male

undergraduate Ss, Knapp and Garbutt (1958) reported:
The pref erred selection of those metaphors enbodyinG
images of swift, directional movement generally
correlated positively with high achievement motivation;
conversely, static, or slovr-moving images correlated
negatively (p. 434).
The authors also indicated that a factor analysis of
the metaphors resulted in "three fairly distinct clusters,
namely, the Dynamic-Hasty cluster, the Naturalistic-Passive
cluster,. and tentatively, the Humanistic cluster (p.

l~3l1,)."

The Dynamic-Hasty cluster included such metaphors as "a
dashing waterfall" and "a speeding train."

The Natural-

istic-Passive cluster was made up of such metaphors as "a
vast exoanse of sky" and "drifting clouds,"

Examples of

those metaphors making up the Humanistic cluster are "an
old woman spinning" and "an old man with a staff."

Three

metaphors were reported to "occupy intermediate spaces
between • • , clusters" and were des.i@'lated by Williams

(1965) as a "combination factor,"
In his factor analysis of the dimensions of future

r
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time perspective, Kastenbaum (1961) found that directionali ty or preference for dynamic-hasty im2.ees did not share
on the most ,seneral factor designated as "general concern
for future experiences," but had a substantial loading on
the factor which he interpreted as "the effective socially
channeled use of intelliGence (p. 217).
The Time

11

Test was on 3" x 5" index cards.

l\~etaphor

Twenty-five of the 31 cards contained a temporal metaphor;
five cards v1ere numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5; and the first
card contained the f ollO\·ling instructions:
Time is an as-oect of our exnerience of which we
are all in some degree and in different ways aware.
These 25 cards each contain a phrase which might be
used by a poet or writer to symbolize his sense of
time. I should like you to read through these cards,
and then indicate how appropriate you think each
phrase is in evoking for you a satisfactory image of
time. First, select the nhrases that seem most appropriate to you and place th.em beneath card 5, then- ~icl\:
out ·the next five and place them beneath card 4. Continue until vou have nlaced the five least annronriate
under card 1. Be sure that you have exactly five
phrase cards with each number card (~illiams, 1965,
p. 63).
~

u

~

-

..:.. ......

.....

The Time f',1etaphor Test yielded four scores for each
S based on the clusters or factors reported by Kna:op and

Garbutt (1958).

t. S's score on the dynamic-hasty, natural-

istic-passi ve, humanistic, and combination factors v;as the
mean rank value (in terms of preference) v1hich he had
assic;ned to those metaDhors v1hich

r:1ade

un each respective

cluster.
_Future _dBnsitv.

Future density was assessed by

r
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asking the Ss to predict as man;w personal future event.s
as they could (Kastenbaum, 1961).

In his factor-analytic

study of future time perspective, Kastenbaum (1961)
reported that this technique of assessing future density
had a loading of .60 on the factor he referred to as
"general concern for future experiences (p. 212)."

The

score on this measure was the number of different responses which

a~

gave.

Inter-scorer reliability on this

measure between the author and another advanced student in
clinical psychology was .99

(Pearson~).

2s were given a sheet of paper with the following
instructions a
We all think about our future at times, wondering what life has in store for us. We often make
guesses or predictions about what might happen in our
lives. I would like you to make some guesses now.
What do you expect to happen in your future? Please
indicate below as many of these as you can.4 You don't
have to be absolutely certain that what you guess will
happen actually will happen--a good guess is good
enough (Kastenbaum, 1961, p. 208).
Wallace Open Events

!filtl• In order to obtain a

measure of future extension and coherence, Ss were given a
sheet of paper which reads

"Please list 'ten events that

ref er to things that may happen to you during the rest of
your life (Wallace, 1956,
events,

each~

p~

241). '"

After listing ten

was then asked to write opposite each

event how old he would be when that event might happen.
4The phrase "Please indicate below" was substituted
for the phrase "Tell me" which Kastenbaum (1961) used,
since the former seemed more appropriate in a written task.
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A measure of extension was based on "the range of years
included between S's actual age and the most distant
event given by him ( p. 241) • "

Later in the testing

session (after the Story Completion Test) each S was
given ten cards, each listing one of the ten future
events indicated by him.

§s were instructed to arrange

these cards in the order in which the events listed on
them might happen.
by

A measure of coherence was obtained

computing "the correlation between the ranking of

events based upon the age of occurrence" and the sequence
in which the events may happen (Wallace, 19561 P• 241).
Kastenbaum (1961) reported that a similar coherence
measure developed by Wallace (1956) had a loading of .24
on the factor which he called "general concern for future
experiences ( p. 212). 11
Wallace Story Completion Test.

To obtain another

measure of future extension, a story completion technique
was used.

This technique was introduced by LeShan (1952)

and further developed by Barndt and Johnson (1955) and
Wallace (1956).

Since Wallace (1956) and Dilling and Rabin

(1967) found that story completion stems involving structured temporal situations did not

~ifferentiate

between

schizophrenic and normal groups, a relatively unstructured
stem was used.

§s were given a sheet of paper which reads

r
J6
This is the beginning of a story which you are
to complete in any manner that you wish (Williams,
1965, P• 71) •
.
After awakening, Bill began to think about his
future. In general, he exnected to • • • (Wallace,
1956, P• 241).
.

When each S finished writing a story, he was given
a card containing the following question:

"How long a

time was involved in this story--not in telling, but in
the action described (Wallace, 1956, P• 241)?"

Each S

was asked to write down the answer below his story, and
this answer was the measure of extension.
Slavin (1966) reported high inter-scorer reliability
for story completion stems among the subject and two
judges in estimating the amount of time involved in the
stories (rho averaged .89).

He stated that "generally

the SCT (Sentence Completion Tes!) can be scored by a
variety of systems and by a variety of people with a fair
degree of reliability (p. JJ)." ·
Kastenbaum (1961) indicated that unstructured
story completion stems loaded .38 on the factor designated
as "general concern for future experiences (p. 212)."

He

reported that the product-moment correlation between the
two unstructured story completion stems introduced by
Wallace (1956) was .64.

The reliability for the unstruc-

tured story completion stems was .77.(Spearman-Brown
prophecy formula).
Measures of Planninr; 1\bili ties
The instruments selected to assess planning abilities.
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were those which had substantial loadings on one or more
of the four new factors reported by Berger et al. (1957)
which "seem to be unique to planning tests (p. JO)."

The

four factors are ordering, perceptual foresight, conceptual foresight, and elaboration.
Picture Arrangement.

This measure is from the

Adkins and Lyerly (1951) battery of reasoning tests and is
based on the comic strip "Louie."

Each item on this

measure consists of four parts of a cartoon strip which
the £ is asked to arrange in the most sensible order.
Picture Arrangement has a loading of

.53 on ordering,

which is "the ability to arrange objects or events, or to
define an arrangement of objects or events, in a sequence
that is meaningful either in terms of time, hierarchical,
or casual relationship (Berger et al., 1957, P• 26) ."
Alternate-form reliability is reported to be .60 (Berger
et al., 1957).

The finding that a picture arrangement

task loads substantially on a planning ability is in
accordance with the hypothesis of Rapaport, Gill, and
Schafer (1945) that the Picture Arrangement subtest of the
Wechsler is a measure of "anticipation" or "planning
ability."
The total score on this measure is the number of
items which are correctly ordered; the maximum score is 20.
Essential

~

Routes.

This test is adapted from a

former instrument used by the Air Force entitled Route
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Planning.

In Essential Maze Routes the subject is asked to

"find the points in a printed maze through which one must
go from specified starting points to a goal. (Guilford
Hoepfner, 1971, P• 392)."

&

Berger et al. (1957) reported

that Route Planning has a substantial loading of .38 on
the factor of perceptual foresight, which involves "the
ability to explore visually possible courses of action
in order to select the most effective ones for getting
solutions to detailed visual problems (p. 25). 11

Route

Planning also has a loading of .32 on the factor of
visualization, which is the "ability to manipulate or
transfer a pictorially or verbally given object into
another visual arrangement (Green, Guilford, Christensen,

& Comrey 1953. P• 150)."

This test also has a loading

of .34 on the factor of adaptive flexibility, which is
"the ability to change set to meet new requirements
imposed by changing problems (Berger et al., 1957, P• 25)."
Alternate-form reliability is .77.
commenteda

Berger et al. (1957)

"The finding of a perceptual-foresight factor,

which is defined in part by maze tests, is in accordance
with

c.

D. Porteus• belief that the maze tests he used were

tasks involving foresight (p. 27) ."
Essential Maze Routes consists of two parts, with 16
questions in each part,

The maximum score for this measure

is 32.
Effects.

This test presents the subject with "a

statement of some present-day trend" and asks him "to

predict what the nature of the effects of this trend will
be at a specified future time (Berger et al., 1957,

P• 6).

11

The.§. is asked to write down four effects for

each present trend.

Effects has a loading

factor of conceptual foresight.

of

.46 on the

Defining foresight as

"an awareness of possible future events that have a relation to a present situation," Berger et al. (1957) stated
that "this definition • • • appears to involve the flex•
ibility of ideas, as indicated by the fact that the
examinee has to conceptualize different needs that might
be connected with the given situation • • • (p. 28)."
Effects also has a loading of .47 on the factor of
..

elaboration, which is "the ability to produce ideas or
representations of ideas that contribute to the development of plans (p. 2). 11
A sample item is as followsa
There have been more girls born in the last
five years than boys. What effects will this have 20
years from now (in addition to the obvious effect
that there will be more women than men)?
Possible answers: More unmarried women than
unmarried ~· ~ riva~among women for hUSbands,
More women would take uu career work, Agitation to
arrow polygamous marriage (Berger--etal. • 19 57. p. b).
There are two parts to the Effects test, with 5
questions in each part.

The maximum score is 80.

Alternate-form reliability of this .test was reported to
be .84 (Berger et al., 1957).
The responses were scored by the author according to
the scoring guide which provided examples of responses
receiving o, 1, or 2 points. A score of O was given to a
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,
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response which was "not a possible effect of the trend
given" or was "a duplication of a previously given one."
A score of l was assigned to a response which was a posible effect; a response which included a possible effect
that was "less obvious or • • • somewhat indirect"
received 2 points (Berger et al., 1957. P• 6).
The three planning tests were administered under
standard time limits.

£s were given 7 minutes for the

Picture Arrangement test, 6 minutes for Part 1 and 6
minutes for Part 2 of Essential Maze Routes, and 8 minutes for Part 1 and 8 minutes for Part 2 of the Effects
test.
Additional Measures
Personal Orientation Inventoz:x.
compete~ce,

To assess time

the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) de-

veloped by Shostrom (196J) was administered.

This inven-

tory was constructed to measure self-actualization and
"consists of 150 two-choice comparative value and
behavior judgments (Shostrom, 1966, P• 5)."

The POI has

a major scale, Time Competence, designed to assess an
individual's ability to live fully in the present and to
"tie the past and the future to the present in meaningful
continuity (Shostrom, 1966, P•
indicateda

15}~:

Shostrom (1966)

"The self-actualized individuals past and

future orientations are depicted as reflecting positive
mental health to the extent that his past is used for
. reflective thought and the future is tied to present
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goals (p. l.5)."
Shostrom (1966) described the scales of the POI as
follows1
TIME RATIO
Time Incompetence/Time Competence - measures
degree to which one is "present" oriented

O/I

SUPPORT RATIO
Other/Inner - measures wheth~r reactivity
orientation is basically toward others or self

SAV

SELF-ACTUALIZING VALUE
Measures affirmation of a primary value of
self-actualizing people

Ex

EXISTENTIALITY
Measures ability to situationally or existentially react without rigid adherence to
principles

Fr

FEELING REACTIVITY
Measures sensitivity of responsiveness to
one's own needs and feelings

s

SPONTANEITY
Measures freedom to react spontaneously or to
be oneself

Sr

SELF REGARD
Measures affirmation of self because of worth
or strength

Sa

SELF ACCEPTANCE
Measures affirmation or acceptance of self in
spite of weaknesses or deficiencies

Ne

NATURE OF MAN
Measures degree of the constructive view of
the nature of man, masculinity, femininity

Sy

SYNERGY
. i
. .
Measures ab1l ty to be synergistic, to
transcend dichotomies

A

ACCEPTANCE OF AGGRESSION
Measures ability to accept one's natural aggressiveness as opposed to defensiveness, denial,
and repression of aggression
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C

CAPACITY FOR IN?IMATE CONTACT
Measures ability to develon contactful
intimate relationships with other human
beings, unencumbered by expectations and
obligations (p. 6).
The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) signifi-

cantly differentiated a group of 29 persons nominated by
clinical psychologists as self-actualized from a group of

34 individuals nominated as non-self-actualized (Shostrom,
1964).

The instrument also significantly differentiated

hospitalized psychiatric patients from normal and selfactualized groups (Fox, Knapp, and Michael, 1968).
Klavetter and Mogar (1967) reported that the testretest reliability coefficients of the POI for 48 college
students over a one-week period ranged from .52 to .82,
with the reliability coefficients of the major scales of
Time Competence and Inner Direction being .71 and .77,
respectively.

Ilardi and May (1968), investigating the

test-retest reliability of the POI in a group of 46 nursing
students over a period of approximately 50 weeks, found
correlations ranging from • 32 to • 74l They stated:

"The

findine:s reported on the POI are well within these ranges
of somewhat comparable MMPI (}Iinnesota Mul tiphasic Personality Inventory] and EPPS [Edwards Personal Preference
Schedule] test-retest reliability studies (p. 71)."
Internal-External (I-E) Scale.

The Internal-External

Scale (Rotter, 1966) was administered to measure the degree
to which Ss perceive events in their lives to depend
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upon their own actions (internal control) or upon external factors such as luck, chance, or fate (external
control).

The I-E scale is "a 29-item, forced-choice

test including 6 filler items intended to make somewhat
more ambiguous the purpose of the test (Rotter, 1966,
P• 10)."

Platt and Eisenman (1968) reported that college
students who were internal in locus of control "tended to
conceptualize greater segments of future personal, and
past and future impersonal time, as well as future density, than externally oriented §s (p. 125)."

Shybut

(1968) found that severely disturbed Ss were more external and had a more curtailed future time perspective
than normals and moderately disturbed
-

-ss.

Lottman and

DeWolfe (1972) found that process schizophrenics were
significantly more external in perceived locus of control
than reactive schizophrenics and nonschizophrenic §sr no
differences were found between the reactives and nonschizophrenic controls.
Rotter (1966) reported that the test-retest reliability correlation of the I-E scale for a sample of
college students over a one-month period was .72; the
test-retest coefficient for another sample of college
students over a two-month period was .55.

Harrow and

Ferrante (1969) reported that the test-retest reliability coefficient for a group of psychiatric patients
over a six-week period was .75; the reliability co-

,

I
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efficient for a subgroup of schizophrenics was .87.
Procedure
The measures were administered in groups ranging
from 2 to 7 §s.

Because of conflicts in patients'

schedules and other practical consideratjons, it was
nee essary to ·test some Ss individually.
patients,

Seven medical

5 process schizophrenics, and approximately

3 reactive schizophrenics completed all the measures or
a substantial number (one-half or more of the battery)
in individual sessions.

Approximately one-half of the

Ss of each group were administered the planning measures
first, while one-half received the future time perspective
measures first.

Among the medical patients, 13 were

given tne planning measures first, with 11 taking the
future time perspective measures first.

For the reactive

group, 12 §s completed the planning instruments first,
and 12 were given the future time perspective measures
first.

Thirteen process Ss were given the planning

measures first, with 11 taking the future time perspective measures first.
The order of administration for the future time
perspective measures was the Time Metaphor Test, Density
Task, Open Events Test, and the Story-Completion Test.
The planning instruments were given in the following
orders

Picture Arrangement, Essential Route Mazes,

and Effects.

The Shipley-Hartford (vocabulary section)

was given with the planning measures prior to the
Picture Arrangement Test,
Whenever possible, the Personal Orientation
Inventory was given with the future time perspective
measures following the Sentence-Completion Test, and
the Internal-External Scale was administered with the
planning measures after the Effects test.

However, in

some cases, time limitations and other practical reasons
necessitated giving the POI and the I-E scale in
another session(s),
The majority of Ss completed the measures in 2 or
J sessions,

(This does not include the MMPI given

shortly after admission to the schizophrenic patients
or the General Information Questionnaire which was given
prior to the experimental measures.)

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Since the assumption of a normal distribution of
scores on the measures of future time perspective and
planning abilities was questionable, distribution-free or
nonparametric statistical techniques were used in analyzing
the data.

The Kruskal-Wallis analysis of varia.nce procedure

was used for the comparisori of scores on the various
instruments among the three groups of §s.

If significant

differences between the three groups of §s were indicated
by the Kruskal-Wallis test, the Mann-Whitney U test was used
to further analyze the data.

Since the present study was

not only concerned with directional differences but with
any significant differences which_may be found between the
groups in future-conceptualizing behaviors, two-tailed
tests were used for all analyses.
Future Time Perspective
Directionality.

Table 5 indicates that the process,

reactive, and normal groups did not differ significantly
on any of the four factors of the Time Metaphor Test.
Thus, no significant difference betvzeen the groups was
found in directionality or preference for dynamic-hasty
temporal metaphors.
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TABLE 5
Medians and Sums of Ranks on the Time Metaphor Test for
Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Factor

Normals

Reactives

Process

(N = 24)

(N = 24)

(N = 24)
H

Mdn

SR

lli!!!

SR

Mdn

SR

Dynamichasty

3.07

897.00

2.95

795.50

3.13

935.50 1.00

Natural.passive

3.29

981.00

3.18

930.50

3.07

716.50

3.75

Humanistic

2.52

704.oo

2.75 926.50

2.81

997.50

4.46

Combinati on

3.17

885.00

3.17

832.50

3.23

910.50.

.30

Note.-Abbreviateda

Mdn = median; SR = sum of ranks.
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Future extension.

The data summarized in Table 6

indicate that on the Open Events Test there was no significant difference among the normals, reactive schizophrenics,
and process schizophrenics in future extension.5

However,

as shovm in Table 7, an analysis of the differences between the three groups on the Story Completion Test produced a significant H score of 12.82 (J2(•005).6
To further analyze the Story Completion Test scores
of the groups, the Mann-Whitney U test was used.

As indi-

cated in Table 8, a significant difference in future extension on this measure was found between the normals and
reactives and between the normals and process schizophrenics,
On the Story Completion Test, normals have a significantly

5The protocols of 4 Ss (1 normal, 1 reactive, and 2
process ·ss) were excluded In the data analysis because
these Ss-were not able to list future events or were not
able to predict how old they would be when future events
would occur. In instances on the Open Events Test (a
measure of extension and coherence) where a S's response
regarding how old he would be when a particular event
would occur was a range of years, the mean of that range
was used as the age of occurrence. Similarly, on the Story
Completion Test, when a S's response regarding how much time
was·· involved in a story was given in a range, the mean of
that range was considered the S's score. It should be noted
that using the highest number of the range as the age of
occurrence on the OPen Events Test and as the S'sre3ponse
on the Sentence Completion Te$t produced results simllar
to using the mean of the range in these instances.
6The protocols of 3 Ss (1 normal, 1 reactive, and 1
process) ·were excluded in the data analysis becatA'S:? their
stories referred to the uast rather than to the future.
On 4 nrotocols in which the S's estimation of the time involved in the story appeared-grossly distorted or very
ambiruous, the estimate of a Ph.D. research psychologist
regarding the amount of time involved in the story was used,
(A similar procedure was used by Slavin, 1966.)

TABLE 6
Medians and Sums of Ranks of Extension Scores· on the Open
Events Test for Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics,
and Process Schizophrenics

-Mdn

Group

-SR

(in years)

Normal (N = 23)

18.13

918.50

Reactive (N = 23)

781.00

Process (N = 22)

646.50

Note.-Abbreviated:
H

= 3.23

l\1dn

(not significant).

= median;

SR

= sum

of ranks.
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TABLE 7
Medians and Sums of Ranks of Extension Scores on the Story
Completion Test for Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics,
and Process Schizophrenics

Group

Mdn

SR

(in days)

Normal (N = 23)
Reactive (N
Process (N

= 23)
= 23)

Note.-Abbreviated:
H = 12.84 (J2(•005)

5452.19

1084.50

37.75

692.50

.39

638.00

Mdn = median; SR = sum of ranks.
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TABLE 8
The Mann-Whitney U and

~

Values of Story-Completion Scores

for Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Groups

u

z

Normal and Reactive

.390.50

2.77*

Normal and Process

418. 00

3·.37**

Reactive and Process

278.00

• .30

*12 (• 01

**12<· 001
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greater future extension than the reactive schizophrenics
(Mann-Whitney U test,

~

= 2.77, J2(.0l) and the process

schizophrenics (Mann-Whitney U

test,~=

3.:37, p(.001).

No significant difference on this measure of future extension was found between the two schizophrenic groups.
Future coherence.

Table 9 summarizes the results of

the comparison of the groups on the coherence aspect of
future time perspective as measured by the Open Events
Test.

As previously indicated, a measure of coherence

was obtained by computing the correlation coefficient
(Spearman rank) between a S's ranking of events based upon
his predicted ages at which future events would occur and
his arrangement of events based upon the order in which he
predicted these events would occur.?

An analysis of the

differences between the three groups produced a significant
Hof 9.37 (p(.01), 8

7rn computing the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the coherence measure, corrections for ties were
made.
8The protocols of 17 Ss (2 normal, 7 reactive, and
8 process Ss) were not included in the data analysis of
the coherence measure because these Ss were not able to
list future events, or were not able-to indicate their
age at which future events would occur, or indicated only
one or two different ages at which events would take place.
For example, if a S indicated all future events would
occur when he was age 30, and then arranged these events in
their predicted order of occurrence, the correlation
between these two rankings (one based on his age at which
events would take place and the other based on the predicted order of occurrence) would not be meaninr,ful.
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TABLE 9
Medians and Sums of Ranks of Coherence Scores for Normals,
Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process Schizophrenics

Group

= 22)
Reactive (N = 17)
Process (N = 16)
Normal (N

Note.-Abbreviated:

H

= 9.37 (E <•Ol).

M2.!!

Mdn

SR

.62

634.50

.83

606.50

.43

299.00

= median; SR = sum of ranks.
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The scores which the Ss received on the coherence
measure were further analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U test.
Table 10 indicates that both normals (Mann-Whitney U test,
z = 1.98, l?.(•05) and reactives (Mann-Whitney U test,
~

= 2.95, l?.(•005) were significantly more coherent in

their organization of future events than the process
schizophrenics.

No significant difference in coherence was

found between the normals and the reactive schizophrenics.
Future density.

Table 11 shows the results of the

comparison of the groups on future density--the number of
events an individual perceives in his future.

On this

dimension of future time perspective, the three groups did
not differ significantly.
Planning Abilities
The data summarized in Table 12 indicate that significant differences between the three groups of Ss were found
on two measures of planning ability--Picture Arrangement
(H

= 5.98,

l?.(•05).

l?.

= .05)

and Essential Maze Routes (H = 6.21,

No significant difference between the three groups

was obtained on Effects.
A further analysis of the Picture Arrangement scores
presented in Table 13 indicates that the normal and process
groups differed significantly on this measure (MannWhi tney JI

test,~=

2.41, I?.405), with the normal Ss

showing greater planning ability than the process Ss.
significant differences were found between normals and

No
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TABLE 10·
The ll".ann-Whi tney Q and

~

Values of Coherence Scores for

Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Groups

u

-z

Normal and Reactive

235.50

1.37

Normal and Process

243.00

1.98*

Reactive and Process

218.00

2.95**

*.R (·05
**.R(e005
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TABLE 11
Medians and Sums of Ranks of Future Density Scores for
Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Group

Normal (N

= 24)

Reactive (N = 24)
Process (N

= 24)

Note,-Abbreviated:
H

= .34

(not significant).

Mdn

SR

4.25

899.00

4.25

902.00

3.50

827.00

Mdn = median; §B

= sum

of ranks.
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TABLE 12
Medians and Sums of Ranks of Planning Scores for Normals,
Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process Schizophrenics

Measure

Normals

Reactives

(N = 24)

(N =

Mdn

Picture
Arr.

Effects

12.50

5.83 891.50

4.75

691.50

5.98*

1042.00 12.33 902.50

s.50

683.50

6. 21~-

11.67 941.50 11.00

769.50

1.65

917.00

Note.-Abbreviated:
*]2

-H

SR

Mdn

SR

(N = 24)

Mdn
--

SR

7.50 1045.00

Essential 14.83
Maze

24)

Process

.ll9!:! = median; SR = sum of ranl{s.

= ~- 05

-

. I

I

I

I

I

I

j
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TABLE 13
The Mann-Whitney U and z Values of Picture Arrangement Scores
for Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Groups

u

z

Normal and Reactive

340.00

1.07

Normal and Process

405.00

2.41*

Reactive and Process

355.50

1.39
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reactive schizophrenics or between reactive and process .
schizophrenics.
Table 14 shows that the same finding was obtained
on Essential Llaze Routes as on the Picture Arrangement
test.

The normals and the process schizophrenics differed

significantly (!.lann-Whitney U

test,~= 2.L~5,

E(.05),

with the normals demonstrating greater planning ability on
this task than the process Ss.

Significant differences

were not found between the normals and reactive schizophrenics or between the reactive and process schizophrenics
on Essential Maze Routes.
Time Competence
As summarized in Table 15, the analysis of the data
on the Time Competence scale of the Personal Orientation
Inventory indicates that the groups were not significantly
different in the degree to which they were "presentoriented" and able to relate the past and the future to
the present in a meaningful manner.
Locus of Control
The analysis of the data summarized in Table 16
indicates that there was no significant difference between
the normals, reactive schizophrenics, and process schizophrenics on the Internal-External Scale.

Thus, the three

groups did not differ significantly in their belief that
rewards or reinforcements depend upon external factors
such as luck or fate or upon their own behavior.

,
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TABLE 14
The Mann-Whitney U and

~

Values of Essential Maze Routes

for Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Groups

u

z

Normal and Reactive

335.00

.97

Normal and Process

407.00

2.45*

Reactive and Process

361.50

l.52

TABLE 15
Medians and Sums of Ranks on the Time Competence Scale of
the POI for Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and
Process Schizophrenics

-Mdn

SR

i3.50

io16.oo

Reactive (N = 24)

13.50

84.3.00

Process (N = 24)

13.10

769.00

Group

Normal (N

= 24)

Note.-Abbreviateds

Mdn = median; SR = sum of ranks.

li = 3.06 (not significant).
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TABLE 16
Medians·and Sums of Ranks on the Internal-External Scale for
Normals, Reactive Schizophrenics, and Process
Schizophrenics

Mdn

Group

Normal (N

= 24)

Reactive (N = 24)
Process (N

= 24)

Note.-Abbreviated:
H = .35 (not significant).

SR

9.50

867.50

9.50

838.00

10.00

922.50

Mdn

=median;

SR

= sum

of ranks.

Relationships among Future Time Perspective,
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Planning Abilities, and Other Selected Variables
Product-moment intercorrelations were computed in
order to investigate the relationships among the dimensions
of future time perspective and explore how these dimensions
are related to planning abilities, time competence, positive mental health or self-actualization, ·locus of control,
severity of psychotic symptoms, age, intelligence, length
of current hospitalization, and length of total psychiatric
hospitalization.
~

normal group.

Inspection of Table 17 indicates

that for the normal group a significant relationship exists
between two of the four dimensions of future time perspective.

These dimensions are directionality (as measured by

the dynamic-hasty cluster of the Time Metaphor Test) and
future extension (as measured by the Open Events Test) which
correlate negatively (-.50}.

Time competence is positively

and significantly related to future extension as indicated
by the Open Events Test (.47) and negatively related to
directionality (-,41).

Density, coherence, and extension

(as measured by the Story Completion Test) are not significantly related to each other o.r to the other measures of
future time perspective and so are independent from them.
Future extension as measured by the Open Events Test
is related in a positive and significant manner to intelligence as measured by the Shipley-Hartford (.4o), to preference for naturalistic-passive images of time (.62), and to

TABLE 17
Matrix of Product-Moment Intercorrelations for Normal Group

IQ

cur.

F
T

p

hosp.

Age
-19

30

IQ

cur.

TMT

TMT

hosp. D-H

N-P

Dens.

Evt.
ext,

Evt.
coho

S-C POI
ext. Tc

17
-10 -86.;H:--::- !)ensi ty
-15
69.;:--:m 12 -19
07
Events-ext. -32
40-i:--::12 -50-?H:--::- 62-i:--:m 19
Svents-coh. -06
13
-18 -13
17
03
-19
Sen. C.-ext. 00
31
-13 -03
18
24
-22
29
POI-Tc
-07
18
-06 -4HP.:- 52-?:-iH:- -05
47.;:--::12
09
-I
-19
31
-06 -15
17
32
60-?HH:- -25
12
40-?H:·
-SAV
04
39-?H:- -04 -23
25
46-iH:- 63-lHH:- -38-l:-i:- -03
37-iH:-Ex
-33·::22
-26 -19
15
11
34·::18
20
34.;:-::-Fr
-03
37-::--i:- -21 -27
38-i:--::38-:m 27
-11
36.;:--::- 26
-s
02
50-?HH:- -13 -05
01
46.;H:- 50-lHH:- -30
19
14
-Sr .
00
33-::14 -26
29
39.;m 58-?HH:· -30
10
43-i:-*
-Sa
-11
31
04 -01
05
15
40-i:--::03
06
35·:H:-Ne
27
08
47-iH:· 03
10
10
38-i:--::- -34
-29
Oh
-Sy
08
19
33* -11
26
12
33*
-09
04
18
-A
-19
56-?HB:- -16 -21
2J
48-i:--:m 39.;:-*
02
01
32
-C
-12
07
-13 -17
10
06
19
23
00
OJ
Pict. Arr.
-35-?P.:·
6y:--::-i:- -30 -34i:·
43-iB:25
55-i:-.;:--::- -05
35-i:--?:· 41-i:--::Sss. Maze
-60-::--:H:- 56-::--::--i:- -22 -35·::--i:- 43-i:--::32
36-iH:·
05
4 9.;:--::-.;:- 27
Effects
-24
74-i:--::--::- -03 -23
22
69-:HH:- 17
28
20
-05
I-E scale
-03
-22
-18
36-::--::- -2h
-04
11
-19
-22 -22
Note.-Decimal points omitted, FTP =Future Time Perspective.
-::-1?. '- • 0 6
-::--i:-p ' . os

I

14

TMT-Dyn-Has. 49.;H:-i:· -25
TMT-Nat-Pas. -4H:·*
25

-!HF~·E_ L._ •

0l

58-?HH:·
71-lHH:61-::--i:--::65-?HH:52-i:--::-·::·
69-?HH:·
21
28
58-?HH:·
41.;m
49-:H:--::28
03

4h -::--::-

TABLE 17-Continued
POI
SAV
POI-SAV
-Ex

Ex

-Fr

1.5
4 7-:HHl- 34il-

-Sr

66~}{}~·

-s

•Sa

-Ne

-Sy
-A

-c

Ess. Maze

Effects
I-E scale

s

46-):-*

02
12
6 5-::-~·'.l38-:Hl- -22
36-:i-* 12
45·~·* 5.5-iH:·*
03
35**

44 **
25

34 -ll-02
37~l-* 09
48-lHH:- 40-ll-*
29
10

26
24
08

24
27
26

46-::.~:·

24
-03
36-::--::-

-i:·.E (.06

i

0

0 .5

-lHH:·.£ ~ •

01

Sa

Ne

Sy

A

C

Pict.

Ess.

Arr.

Maze

Effts.

22

49·=}~!-i:·

-

60i~{:--t}

24
27
17
07
01

-04
-07
65-i:·i!*
41-lBl- 11
17
01
65~~-::-* 40-?~·:t- 42~:-~- -10
24
29
18 -13
23
-01
06
04
22
-07
31
22

Note.-Decimal points omitted.
-::--:~.E.

Sr.

-

68 *"':--::- 3 7-?}~f-

41~--?~

Pict. Arr.

Fr

28

13

17
17
19
08

22
47~"*

-04
33-i:- -06
48-:Hl-* 04
28
01

60i}.f~i}

40 i~~}
03

-

37~:-~~
-21

-17
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two measures of planning ability--Picture Arrangement

(.55) and Essential Maze Routes (.36).

In addition to

its relationship to time competence, future extension (as
measured by the Open Events Test) also correlates significantly with several scales of the Personal Orientation
Inventorya

Inner-Directedness (.60), Self-Actualizing

Value (.63), Existentiality (.34), Spontaneity (.50),
Self-Regard ( .58), Self-Acceptance ( .40), Nature of Man

(.38), Synergy (.33), and Acceptance of Aggression (.39).
Thus, for the normal Ss, those who extend themselves into
the future, have good intelligence, prefer naturalisticpassive images of time to dynamic-hasty images, and show
planning ability (ordering ability, perceptual foresight,
and adaptive flexibility).

They also have some of the

aspects of positive mental health or self-actualization.
Normals who extend themselves into the future tend to live
in the present and relate the past and the future to the
present in a meaningful way, to be independent, to have the
values of self-actualizing persons, and to be flexible and
spontaneous rather than rigid in reacting to situations.
They also tend to have high self-regard, to accept themselves
in spite of their limitations,. to view man as essentially
good rather than evil, to see the dichotomies of life as
related in a meaningful manner, and to accept their feelings
of aggression.
Future extension as measured by the Story Completion
Test correlates positively and significantly with two
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measures of planning ability (Picture Arrangement,

.JS:

·.and Essential Maze Routes, • 49) and with the Feeling Reactivity scale of the POI (,J6).

Thus, further support

is offered that persons who extend themselves into the
future show planning ability (ordering ability, perceptual foresight, and adaptive flexibility).

They also

tend to be responsive to their own needs and feelings.
Density is related in a positive significant manner
to intelligence (,69), to one measure of planning ability
(Effects, ,69), and to the following POI scalesa
tualizing Value

(~46),

Self-Ac-

Feeling Reactivity (.38), Spontane-

ity (,46), Self-Regard (,39), and Acceptance of Aggression (.48).

Thus, the person whose future is relatively

dense has good intelligence and shows planning ability
(conceptual foresight and elaboration).

He tends to accept

the values of self-actualizing persons, to be responsive to
his own needs and feelings, to be spontaneous in reacting
to situations, to see himself as being worthwhile, and to
accept his own feelings of anger and aggression.
For the normal group, time competence as measured by
the POI is positively and significantly related to preference for naturalistic-passive images of time (.52), to extension as measured by the Open Events Test (,47), to one
measure of planning ability (Picture Arrangement, .41),
and to the following POI scales1

Inner-Directedness (.40)•

Self-Actualizing Value (,37), Existentiality (,J4), SelfRegard (.4J), and Self-Acceptance (.35),

These relation-
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ships suggest that those who are time competent pref er
naturalistic-passive images of time rather than dynamichasty descriptions, extend themselves into the future, and
show planning ability (ordering).

They tend to· be indepen-

dent, to have the values of self-actualizing persons, to
react to situations in a flexible rather than rigid manner,
to see themselves as persons of worth, and to accept themselves in spite of their weaknesses.
The correlation matrix for normals indicates that the
three planning measures are positively and significantly
related to each other and to intelligence.

Picture Arrange-

ment is positively and significantly related to Essential
Maze Routes (.60), Effects (.4o), and intelligence as
measured by the Shipley-Hartford (.63).

Essential Maze

Routes correlates in a positive significant manner with
Effects·(.37) and with intelligence (.56).

Effects also

is positively and significantly related to intelligence
(.74)~

Thus, the person who exhibits one aspect of planning

ability also shows the other aspects and has good intelligence.
In addition to being related to the planning measures,
intelligence is positively and significantly correlated with
future density (.69) and future extension as measured by
the Open Events Test (.4o).

These correlations suggest that

the person who has good intelligence extends himself into
the future, sees his future as being relatively dense
rather than sparse, and shows planning ability (ordering,
I

~

perceptual foresight, adaptive flexibility, conceptual
foresight, and elaboration).
For the normal group, the variable of age is positively
and significantly related to preference for dynamic-hasty .
images of time (.49) and is related in a negative significant
manner to preference for naturalistic-passive descriptions
of time (-.41), to two planning measures (Picture Arrangement, -.35; and Essential Maze Routes, -.60), and to the
Existentiality scale of the Personal Orientation Inventory

(-•33).

Thus, the younger Ss prefer naturalistic-passive

images of time, show planning ability (ordering, adaptive
flexibility, and perceptual foresight), and tend to react
to situations with flexibility rather than rigidity.
In sum, for the normal group, future extension,
future density, preference for naturalistic-passive images
of time, and time competence are all positively and significantly related to planning ability and to aspects of positive mental health or self-actualization.

The dimension

of future time perspective which has the most significant
relationships with the other variables in the matrix
is future extension as measured by the Open Events· Test.
Thus, normals who extend themselves into the future have
good intelligence, prefer naturalistic-passive rather than
dynamic-hasty images of time, tend to be time competent
and relatively self-actualized, and show planning ability
(ordering, perceptual foresight, and adaptive flexibility).
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The reactive group,

Examination of Table 18 reveals

that for the reactive schizophrenics two of the four
dimensions of future time perspective are positively and
significantly related--density and extension as measured by
the Open Events Test (,70).

Coherence, directionality,

extension as measured by the Story Completion Test, and
time competence are independent in so far as they are not
significantly related to each other or to the other measures
of future time perspective.
For the reactives, the dimension of future time
perspective which has the most significant relationships is
density.

Besides correlating with future extension as

measured by the Open Events Test, density relates positively
and significantly with intelligence as measured by the
Shipley-Hartford (.37), and negatively with age (-.38) and
with the Personal Orientation Inventory scales of InnerDirectedness (-.36), Spontaneity (-,43), Self-Regard (-.45),
and Self-Acceptance (-.33).

Thus, reactives who view the

future as being dense extend themselves into the future as
expected, have good intelligence, and tend to be the
younger rather than the older Ss.
dependent, to be fearful of

They also tend to be

re~cting

spontaneously, to

have low self-regard, and to be unable to accept their
weaknesses.
The correlation matrix for the reactive Ss indicates
that the Time Competence scale of the POI correlates
positively and significantly with the following scales:
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p
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Inner-Directedness (.42), Self-Actualizing Value (.50),
Spontaneity (.37), Self-Regard (.55), Self-Acceptance
(.43), Nature of Man (.38), and Synergy (.42).

The Time

Competence scale is negatively related to the .§.£ scale of
the MMPI (-.61).

Thus, reactives who are time competent

tend to show other aspects of positive mental health.

They

tend to be independent, to accept the values of selfactualizing persons, to be spontaneous in reacting to situations, to have high self-regard, and to accept themselves
in spite of their limitations.

They also tend to view man

as being essentially good, to see the dichotomies of life
as meaningfully related, and to be relatively free from
confused thinking.
Regarding the relationships among the planning
measures, Essential Maze Routes correlates significantly
with Picture Arrangement (.82) and with Effects (.41),
with no relationship between Picture Arrangement and Effects.
As with the normal Ss, intelligence relates significantly
with the three planning measures--Picture Arrangement (.4J),
Essential Maze Routes (.55), and Effects (.41).

Intelli-

gence also correlates significantly and positively with
density (.37), but negatively with the Self-Regard scale
of the POI (-.41).

Thus, for the reactives, those with

good intelligence show planning ability (ordering, perceptual foresight, adaptive flexibility, conceptual foresight,
and elaboration), view the future as being dense, but do not
tend to regard themselves highly.
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The correlation matrix also indicates positive

sig~

nificant relationships between external control (as measured by the I-E scale) and the Personal Orientation Inventory scales of Inner-Directedness (.39), Existentiality (.48), Feeling Reactivity (.41), Spontaneity (.JJ),
Acceptance of Aggression (.36), and one planning measure
(Picture Arrangement, .35).

External locus of control

was found to be negatively related to age (-.35).

Thus,

reactives who perceive rewards or reinforcement to be
contingent upon external factors such as luck or fate tend
to be independent, to react to situations in a flexible
rather than rigid manner, to be sensitive to their needs
and feelings, to be spontaneous, to accept their feelings
of aggression, and to show planning ability (ordering
ability).

These reactives also tend to be the younger Ss.

For the reactive schizophrenics, the 2c scale of
the MMPI correlates negatively and significantly with age

(-.39) and with the following POI scalesa
(-.61), Spontaneity

(~.38),

Time Competence

Self-Acceptance (-.47), Nature

of Man (-.51), and Synergy (-.J8).

These relationships

suggest that reactives who are confused in their thinking
tend to be the younger rather than the older Ss, tend not
to live in the present or relate the past and the future
to the present in a meaningful manner, and do not appear
spontaneous in their reactions to situations.

Also, these

Ss do not tend to accept themselves in spite of their limitation~

to have a positive view of the nature of man, or
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to view the dichotomies of life as being meaningfully
.related.
In conclusion, none of the future time perspective
measures relates positively and significantly with any of
the planning measures.

This finding suggests that the

two aspects of future conceptualizing behaviors--future
time perspective and planning abilities--are split or independent for the reactive schizophrenics.
The process group.

Table 19 indicates that for the

process schizophrenics two of the four dimensions of future time perspective--directionality (as measured by the
dynamic-hasty factor of the Time Metaphor Test) and extension (as measured by the Open Events Test)--are positively and significantly related (.56).

Density and co-

herence are not related to each other or to any of the
other dimensions of future time perspective and so are independent of them.
For the process group, preference for dynamic-hasty
images of time, besides being related to a measure of
future extension, is positively and significantly related
to three planning measures (Picture Arrangement, .41;
Essential Maze Routes, .,SJ; and Effects, ,41), the SelfActualizing Value scale of the Personal Orientation Inventory (,45), and negatively correlated with external locus
of control (-,44).

Therefore, the process

2s who prefer

dynamic-hasty images of time extend themselves into the
future, show planning ability (ordering, perceptual fore-
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sight, adaptive flexibility, conceptual foresight, and
elaboration), tend to accept the values of self-actualizing persons, and perceive rewards or reinforcements to
depend upon their own behavior rather than upon external
factors.
Future density for the process schizophrenics re.lates p.ositively and significantly to two planning measures--Essential Maze Routes (.4J) and Effects (.49)--and
to the following POI scaless

Inner-Directedness (.50),

Self-Actualizing Value ( .42 )', Existentiali ty ( • 38},
Feeling Reactivity (.36}, Spontaneity (.41), Self-Regard

(.46), Acceptance of Aggression (.47}, and Capacity for
Intimate Contact (.51).

A significant negative corre-

lation was found between future density and total psychiatr~c

hospitalization (-.37).

Thus, the process

schizophrenics who view their future as being dense show
planning ability (perceptual foresight, adaptive flexibility, conceptual foresight, and elaboration) and some
tendencies toward positive mental health, and do not have
a total hospitalization which has been lengthy.

Although

showing aspects of positive mental health may seem inconsistent with the definition of a process schizophrenic,
perhaps these are patients who are .not experiencing
any
,
particular crisis, are in fair remission, and have made a
relatively good adjustment to their hospitalization. (It
should be noted that Foulks and Webb,1970,indicated that
the adjustment to hospitalization made by their sample of

chronic schizophrenics or "the passage of the crisis
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period associated with their initial hospitalization"
might have resulted in their finding of no difference in
future extension between chronic schizophrenics and
normals.)
Extension as measured by the Open Events Test relates significantly and positively with preference for
dynamic-hasty images of time (,56), extension as measured
by the Story Completion Test (,38), two planning measures
(Picture Arrangement, .51; and Effects, .57), and with
the POI scales of Feeling Reactivity (,61) and Capacity
for Intimate Contact (,50).

Extension as measured by the

Open Events Test is also related to a longer current hospitalization (,39),

Thus, the process schizophrenics who

extend themselves into the future tend to prefer dynamichasty images of time, show planning ability (ordering,
conceptual foresight, and elaboration), tend to be aware
of their own needs and feelings, tend to have interpersonal skills, and are those who have had longer institutionalization.
The correlation matrix for the process schizophrenics also indicates significant positive relationships
between coherence and intelligence (,42), two planning
measures (Picture Arrangement, .47s 'and Essential Maze
Routes·, • 42), and the Self-Regard scale of the POI (, 55).
The dimension of future coherence correlates negatively
with external locus of control (-,45) and with the Pa

Bo
scale of the MMPI (-.58).
. that process

~s

These relationships suggest

who are coherent in their organization of

future events have good intelligence, show planning ability (ordering, perceptual foresight, and adaptive flexibility), tend to view themselves as persons of worth,
tend to perceive events as contingent upon their own behavior rather than upon external factors, and do not
exhibit paranoid tendencies.
For the process group, the §.2. scale of the MMPI is
related in a significant negative manner to one measure
of planning ability (Essential Maze Routes, -.45) and to
several POI scalesa

Time Competence (-.50), Inner-

Directedness (-.51), Self-Actualizing Value (-.42), Spontaneity (-.47), Self-Regard (-.41), Self-Acceptance

(-.4J), and Synergy (-.60). Positive significant relationships were found between the MMPI §.£. scale and preference for naturalistic-passive images of time (.42),
external locus of control (.59), and the MMPI

(.59).

~scale

Thus, as might be expected, process Ss whose

thinking is confused do not show planning ability (perceptual foresight and adaptive flexibility), tend not to
live in the present or relate the past and the future to
the present in a meaningful manner, tend to be otherdirected, and do not hold the values of self-actualizing
individuals.

These

~s

also do not tend to be spontane-

ous in their reactions to situations, do not regard
themselves highly, are not acceptant of themselves, and

do not see the inconsistencies of life as being meaningfully related.

Process

~s

whose thinking is confused

tend to perceive rewards and reinforcement as contingent upon external factors, prefer naturalistic-passive
images of time to dynamic-hasty images, and tend to exhibit paranoid tendencies.
The planning measures are all positively and significantly related to each other for the process schizophrenics.

Picture Arrangement correlates in a

positive

significant manner with Essential Maze Routes (.61) and
with Effects (.JJ); and a significant positive relationship is found between Essential Maze Routes and Effects

(,73).

Thus process Ss. who show one aspect of planning

ability also exhibit other aspects.

A surprising find-

ing is that there is no relationship between intelligence and any of the planning measures.
In conclusion, examination of the correlation matrix for the process §s reveals that while two of the
four dimensions of future time perspective are significantly related to each other (directionality and extension as measured by the Open Events Test), all the dimensions of future time perspective are significantly
related to at least two of the three planning measures.
Thus, for the process schizophrenics, there is no split
between the two aspects of future-conceptualizing behaviors--future time perspective and planning abilities--as
there is for the reactive Ss.

,
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A comparison
groups.

Qf the relationshins for

~

three

Examination of the three correlation matrices re-

veals that the dimensions of future time perspective--directionali ty, density, extension, and coherence--are not
all related to each other in a positive significant manner
in any matrix.

The dimension of future coherence is not

related to any of the other dimensions of future time perspective in any matrix.

Future extension as measured by

the Open Events Test is the only dimension which relates
significantly to one or more of the other future time perspective dimensions in all three groups.

For the reactive

schizophrenics, there is a significant positive relationship between future extension as measured by the Open
Events Test and density (970).

For the process schizo-

phrenics, future extension as measured by the Open Events
Test correlates with preference for dynamic-hasty images
of time (.56) and with extension as measured by the Story
Completion Test (.38).

For the normals, future extension

as measured by the Open Events Test is negatively related
to directionality or preference for dynamic-hasty images
of time (-•50) and positively related to preference for
naturalistic-passive temporal images (.62) and to time competence ( •47).
An interesting difference in the dimension of directionality is found in comparing normals and process §s.
For the normals, preference for naturalistic-passive

imagery of time is positively related to future extension
as

~ssessed

by the Open Events Test (.62), time competence

(.52), and two planning measures--Picture Arrangement
(.43) and Essential Maze Routes (.43).

For the process

schizophrenics, preference for dynamic-hasty imagery of
time is positively and significantly related to future
extension as measured by the Open Events Test (.56) and to
all three planning measures (Picture Arrangement, .41;
Essential Maze Routes, .53; and Effects, .41), and negatively related to external locus of control (-.44).

Thus,

for normals, preference for naturalistic-passive imagery of
time seems desirable, while for the process 2s, preference
for dynamic-hasty descriptions of time seems desirable.
The correlation matrices indicate that the three
planning measures--Picture Arrangement, Essential Maze
Routes, ·and Effects--are positively and significantly related to each other in the normal and process groups.

For

the reactives, Essential Maze Routes correlates in a positive significant manner with Picture Arrangement and
Effects; however, no significant relationship is found
between Picture Arrangement and Effects.
Inspection of the correlation matrices also shows
that all the dimensions of future time perspective are related in a positive significant mann·er to at least two of
the planning measures in the process group, and that two
dimensions of future time perspective (density and extension) are related to at least one planning measure in
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the normal group.

However, in the reactive group, there

are ne positive significant relationships between the
future time perspective dimensions and the planning
measures.

Thus, for the reactives, there is a split be-

tween the two aspects of future-conceptualizing behaviors-future time perspective and planning abilities.
In addition, for the normal and process Ss, the
future time perspective dimensions of density and extension (as measured by the Open Events Test) are related in
a positive significant manner not only to planning ability
but also to two or more of the POI scales,

However, for

the reactive Ss, significant negative relationships are
found between the dimensions of density and extension (as
measured by the Story Completion Test) and three or more
of the POI scales.

Thus, future density and extension are

associated with aspects of positive mental health for the
normal and process Ss but not for the reactives.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Future Time

Pers~ective

Only one aspect of the hypothesis regarding signif icant differences in future time perspective between process
and reactive schizophrenics was supported.

Reactives were

predicted to have a more extended, more coherent, more
dense future time perspective, and to have a more directional, active conception of time than process Ss,

A sig-

nificant difference between the two groups was found only
on the dimension of future coherence, with reactives
being significantly more coherent in their organization
of future events than the process Ss.
Since the future coherence score is the relationship between a chronological ordering of future events
based on how old a S predicts he will be when they take
place and a later chronological ordering based on the
sequence in which he predicts these events will occur,
this dimension of future time perspective seems close to
what investigators have referred to as stability of
associative processes.

In a study of the thought processes

of process and reactive schizophrenics, DeWolfe (1971)
reported that process Ss, in addition to giving more
loose associations ("tangentially related and apparently
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unrelated associations"), also recalled less of their
associations (were less stable in their associations) than
reactive Ss (p. 151).

Dokecki, Polidoro, and Cromwell

(1965) also found that poor premorbid schizophrenics were
less stable in their associations and gave less common
associations than good premorbid schizophrenics.

Thus,

the finding of a process-reactive difference on the
dimension of future coherence which requires a logical
ordering of events is in agreement with the studies of
DeWolfe (1971) and Dokecki, Polidoro, and Cromwell

(1965) on associative processes.
The normal group was predicted to have a more
extended, more coherent, more dense future time perspective than both schizophrenic groups.

Normals were also

predicted to have a more directional, active conception
of time.

Only on the dimension of future extension were

the normals significantly different from both the process
and reactive schizophrenics.

Normals were found to have

a greater future extension than process and reactive
schizophrenics on one of the two measures of future
extension (on the Story Completion Test).
The finding of a restricted future extension in
schizophrenic patients is in agreement with the majority
of other studies in this area (Braley & Freed, 1971; Dilling & Rabin, 1967; Schlosberg, 1969; Shybut, 1968; Wallace,

1956; Williams, 1965).

This finding is also in agree-

ment with the theoretical view of Arieti (1947) who
stateG that in schizophrenic patients there is "considerable restriction of the psychotemporal field (p, 478),"
and with the views of Laing (1967) and Shakow (1962)
regarding the schizophrenic's disregard for future time.
However, on the Open Events Test no difference was found
between the three groups in future extension,

This

inconsistency between the two measures of extension
suggests that they may be assessing different aspects of
this dimension and implies the need for further instrument development and standardization.
The predicted difference between normals and schizophrenic patients on the dimension of future coherence
received partial support,

While the normals were signifi-

cantly more coherent in their organization of future
events than the process §s, no difference was found between
normals and reactives.

Thus, the results agree in part

with the studies in which schizophrenic Ss were reported
to be less coherent in their organization of the future
than normals (Dilling & Rabin, 1967; Wallace, 1956;
Williams, 1965).

The finding on the coherence dimension

is similar to the results reported by Dokecki, Polidoro,
and Cromwell (1965) who found that normals and good
premorbid schizophrenics did not differ in the stability
of their word associations, and that both of these groups
were more stable in their associations than the process
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schizophrenics.
The hypothesis that normals would have a significantly more dense future than process and reactive Ss
was not supported.

The finding of no difference between

the normals and schizophrenic patients on the density
dimension of future time perspective is in agreement
with the results reported by Zwissler (1967).
The hypothesis that normals would have a more
directional, active conception of time than both groups
of schizophrenic patients was not supported in the
present study.

Although Knapp and Garbutt (1958) reported

"that the preferred selection of those metaphors embodying images of swift, directional movement generally
correlated positively with high achievement motivation
(p. 434)," and high achievement motivation seems to
imply an extension into the future, no difference was
found between the three groups in their preference for
dynamic-hasty images or for naturalistic-passive images
of time.

While this study was mainly concerned with

the dynamic-hasty and naturalistic-passive factors of
the Time Metaphor Test, it might be expected that schizophrenics would prefer humanistic metaphors less than
normals since a chief symptom of schizophrenia is social
withdrawal.

However, no difference among the three

groups was found on the humanistic factor or on the
combination factor of the test.

Thus, the present find-

ings are consistent with Williams' (1965) results that

schizophrenics were not different from normals or tubercular lis on any of the four factors of the Time Metaphor
Test.
In fact, the highest median score on the dynamichasty cluster was attained by the process lis, and the
highest median score on the
was obtained by the normals.

naturalistic~passive

factor

As pointed out previously,

the correlation matrix for normals indicated that preference for naturalistic-passive metaphors was positively
and significantly related to some desirable psychological
variables--planning ability, time competence, and sensitivity to one's feelings and needs as measured by the
Feeling Reactivity scale of the POI.

For the process

lis• preference for dynamic-hasty images was positively
related to planning ability and to acceptance of the
values of self-actualizing persons as measured by the
Self-Actualizing Value scale of the POI; a negative
relationship was found between preference for dynamichasty images and external control.
Thus, the dynamic-hasty and the naturalisticpassi ve factors of the Time Metaphor Test may have
different meanings for the different groups.

For normals,

preference for naturalistic-passive images rather than
dynamic-hasty images may indicate a reflective orientation
or, as Kurz (1963) suggested, the ability to postpone the
immediate gratification of their impulses.

For the process
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~s,preference

for dynamic-hasty descriptions of time

may reflect a yearning for some stimulation in their
state of marked social and affective withdrawal.

It

may also indicate a trend toward increased emotional
expression through physical activity and a

decr~ase

in

ruminative activity which inhibits emotional expression.
(Davis and DeWolfe, 1971, finding that process schizophrenics attained significantly higher Pt deviation
scores on the MMPI than reactive schizophrenics, indicated that the profiles of the process Ss revealed that
they "tended to be more worriedly ruminative, prone to
obsessive thinking, introvertive [than the reactiveri}
• • • [P • 2 oo]

•" )

Examination of the three correlation matrices
reveals 'that the dimensions of future time perspective-directionality, density, extension, and coherence--are
not all significantly interrelated.

Future extension (as

measured by the Open Events Test) is the only dimension
which relates significantly to one or more of the other
future

time perspective dimensions in all three groups.

The dimension of coherence is not related to any of
the other dimensions of future time perspective.

Thus,

the present study is not in agreement with Kastenbaum's
(1961) investigation in which he found five of the six
measures of future time perspective shared a common
factor which he referred to as "general concern for
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future experiences."

Rather, the findings of the present

study are consistent with the results of those investigations (Heimberg, 1963; Lessing, 1968; Platt et al.,
1971; Ruiz et al., 1967) which reported only a slight
relationship or none at all between the measures of
time perspective.
Planning Abilities
The results of the present investigation offer
only partial support for the hypotheses regarding planning abilities.

While normals showed greater planning

ability than process Ss on two of the three planning
tasks, no significant difference was found between
normals and reactives or between reactives and process
~s

on any of the planning tasks.

The results of this

study are in some agreement with the findings reported
by Platt and Spivack (1972a).

These investigators found

support for "the hypotheses that psychiatric patients
are less able than normal controls to address themselves
to hypothetical real-life problematic situations and to
provide solutions to such problems (p. 148)."

However,

the findings of the present investigation are not consistent with the results of another study reported by Platt
and Spivack (1972b) in which effective problem-solving
was found to be "associated with higher levels of
premorbid social competence in psychiatric patients (p. 4)."
One of the tasks on which the process Ss showed less
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planning ability than the normals was Essential Maze
Routes--a measure which loads substantially on the
factors of perceptual foresight and visualization.

The

poorer performance of the process schizophrenics
compares somewhat with the results reported by several
investigators regarding perceptual deficits in schizophrenics (e.g., Cooper, 1960; Weckowicz, 1964; Weckowicz

& Hall, 1960).

While the perception of process Ss has

been found to be characterized by minimal scanning and
undifferentiated field-articulation, and the perception
of reactives characterized by extensive scanning and
differentiated field-articulation (Bryant, 1961; Cromwell,
1968; Harris, 1957; Silverman, 1964; Zahn, 1959), no significant difference was found between these two groups
of schizophrenics on Essential Maze Routes.
In addition, Essential Maze Routes has a substantial
loading on the factor of adaptive flexibility, which is
"the ability to change set to meet new requirements
imposed by changing problems (Berger et al., 1957, P• 25).

11

Thus, in comparison with normal Ss, process schizophrenics appear less flexible in their perceptual-cognitive
style.
On the Picture Arrangement test, the process group
again showed less planning ability than the normals.
This instrument loads substantially of the factor of ordering--"the ability to arrange bits of information into a
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meaningful series (Berger et al•·• 19.57. P• 2)."

The

finding of poorer performance of the process Ss in
comparison with the normals is consistent with the
results of the coherence measure in which process Ss
were significantly less coherent in ordering future events
than the normals and also the reactives.

The poorer

performance of the process group on this measure which
requires Ss to arrange cartoon sequences may be due in
part to what Levenson (1967) described as a "reluctance
to engage in direct confrontation with any stimuli which
could be interpreted as having interpersonal implications (p. 1201-B)."
On the Effects test. no significant differences among
the groups was found.

It should be noted that all three

groups attained considerably lower mean scores than those
attained by the original sample which was made up of
aircrew trainees who were probably considerably younger
than the Ss in the present study.
limits were too stringent for the

Perhaps the time

2s

in this study.

Differences between the normal. reactive, and process Ss
might be found if time limits were lengthened or eliminated on this instrument which loads substantially on
conceptual foresight--a factor simiiar to spontaneousflexibili ty which was identified in a study of creative
abilities (Wilson, Guilford, Christensen & Lewis,
1954).
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Since a large number of statistical tests were used
in the analysis of future time perspective and planning
abilities, it might be expected that some of the significant findings may have occurred by chance.

However,

this seems unlikely since the significant results reported
on the future time perspective dimensions of extension
and coherence and on planning ability are consistent with
the findings reported above by other investigators.

Thus,

these findings could be viewed as cross-validation or
replication with the inherent protection

against~

or

Type I errors.
Time Competence
The hypothesis that normals would be significantly
more time competent than both the process and reactive
groups was not supported.

The finding of no difference

between normal and schizophrenic Ss on the time competence
measure is not consistent with the investigation of Fox,
Knapp, and Michael (1968) in which psychiatric patients
were found to be significantly less time competent than
self-actualized, normal, and non-self-actualized groups.
Locus of Control
Support was not found for the hypothesis that normals
and reactives would be significantly more internal in
locus of control than process schizophrenics.

Thus, the

present results are not in agreement with Lettman and
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DeWolfe's (1972) finding that reactives and nonschizonhrenic controls were more internal than "Orocess Ss.
-

L

-

Perhaps the disagreement between the two studies is due
to the difference in current hospitalization between the
Ss in the present study and those in Lottman and DeWolfe's
study.

The mean current hospitalization for the process

and reactive groups in the present study was 40. Li-6 days
and 39.21 days, respectively.

In Lottman and DeWolfe's

investigation, the mean current hospitalization was 3.72
months for the process Ss and 4.28 months for the reactives.
Perhaps the longer current hospitalization of the reactives
in Lettman and DeWolfe's study allowed these Ss to gain
some feeling of internal control which may have been
diminished at the time of their hospital admission.
Clinical·Imulications
The finding that process and reactive Ss extend themselves less into the future than normals on a measure of
future extension suggests that therapeutic intervention
focusing on short-term goals may be more beneficial than
therapeutic approaches in which the focus extends beyond
the relatively near future and the emphasis is on long-term
goals.

(A similar suggestion was made by Smart,

his study of alcoholics.)

1968, in

A treatment approach employing

behavior therapy techniques in which the emphasis is on
present behavior and the rewards are immediate is recommended.
The finding that process schizophrenics showed
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significantly less planning ability than normals and
that reactives scored lower (although not significantly
lower) than normals on the planning measures suggests
that training in planning skills, or more generally, in
problem-solving skills may be an effective treatment
approach.

The focus of such an approach could be plan-

ning on how to deal with the problems which are reported
to be common to recently discharged patients such as
attaining employment, developing housekeeping skills,
maintaining contact·with supportive persons in the
community, and avoiding bizarre behavior (Paul, 1969).
A model which could be helpful is the program proposed
by Goldfried and D'Zurilla (1969) for "facilitating
effective behavior" which consists of "training in the
use of a cognitive problem-solving strategy for dealing
with problematic situations of a personal or social
nature (p. 187)."

Techniques which Goldfried and D'Zurilla

are considering for their program seem feasible for a
program focusing on planning skills.

One of these tech-

niques is "verbal instruction and discussion" in which
problem "situations may be presented verbally or in
written form by the therapist-supervisor, or they may be
depicted in slides or films (p. 188).

11

Other techniques

are "behavior rehearsal or role-playing," and "the use
of a programmed text or a computer-aided teaching machine
(pp. 188, 189).

11

Goldfried and D'Zurilla indicated&
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".Problematic situations from a number of areas could be
prepared in advance for training purposes, and the
entire training strategy could be programmed (p. 189)."
The contents of the training program could be
determined with the aid of an inventory such as the Future
Outlook Inventory (Gunn & Pearman, 1970).

A factor

analysis of the instrument using data from two samples
of psychiatric patients identified the following nine
factors:

"General Future Outlook, Possibility of

Relapse, Family Relationships, Community Understanding,
Religious Life, Morbid Thoughts, Friendship, Affiliations,
(and] Mature Adjustment (Gunn

&

Pearman, 1970, p. 10.3)."

The Future Outlook Inventory could help specify the
areas in which a patient anticipates having difficulties.
A therapeutic technique which may be helpful in
treating reactive schizophrenics who are depressed is
"time projection with positive reinforcement (Lazarus,
1968)."

This technique involves asking a patient to

project himself into the future and imagine himself
participating in activities which are positively rewarding.
Lazarus stated:
Once the pa.tient can imagine himself sufficiently
freed from his opnressive inertia to engage in some
enjoyable (or formerly enjoyable) activity, a lifting
of depressive affect is often apparent. This may
be sustained by insuring that the patient thereupon
experiences actual rewarding activities (p. 88).
This technique would probably be more effective
.for reactive Ss than for process §s since the former
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group's good premorbid history included experiences
which were somewhat enjoyable.
Directions for Future Research
While the present investigation explored the formal
aspects of future time perspective, future research
might employ a qualitative or content-analysis approach
to studying the future-conceptualizing behaviors of
schizophrenic patients.

A content-analysis approach

might focus on the reality vs. irreality aspects of a
patient's future conceptions.
be explored area

Questions which might

How realistic are a patient's goals?

How realistic are the steps he takes to reach his goals?
In which areas of his life are his future goals unrealistic? .Lessing (1968) found that a qualitative method
based on Lewin's (1951) "reality-irreality" dimension
was a fruitful approach in studying future time perspective with children.

She indicated: "Younger children

appear to engage in more wish-fulfilling fantasy, while
older children focus more upon realistic steps in
achieving their goals (pp. 194-195) ."
A content-analysis approach might also focus on

-

the affective view which schizouhrenics
have of their'
.
future. Bauer and Gillies (1972b) suggested a measure
of the affective dimensions of the future based on a person's "evaluation of content (goals, concerns) and the
subjective probability of realization of the content
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(p. 181)."

An individual's "affective view of the

future may be described as hopeful or hopeless depending
on the configuration of the evaluation-probability
dimensions (p. 181)."

The authors (1972b) indicated:

Positive evaluation of content and low probability of occurrence would indicate a hopeless
view of the future as would negative evaluation of
content and high probability of occurrence. Positive
evaluation of content and high probability of occurrence would represent a hopeful view of the future
as would negative evaluation of content and low
probability of occurrence (p. 181).
Bauer and Gillies (1972a) reported that the
affective view of the future of college students who
have a global-passive cognitive style was influenced
by

"a simple experience of success or failure in a

laboratory task (p. 82)."

How the affective view

which schizophrenics may have of their future can be
changed remains a question for future research.
Smart '(1968) speculated whether "those alcoholics
with extensive and coherent future perspectives continue
longer in treatment than those without, and if they show
greater improvement (p. 8J)."

Future investigations

might explore whether schizophrenics who have greater
(a) future extension, (b) future density, (c) future
coherence, (d) directionality, and (e) time competence
continue in therapy for a longer period of time, make
greater progress, and stay out of the hospital longer
than those schizophrenics whose future time perspective
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dimensions are less.

Another question which could be

explored is whether schizophrenics who show greater planning ability continue in therapy for a longer period of
time, make greater progress, and function more effectively
in the community than those with less planning ability.
Future research might also focus on'whether a restricted
-extens'ion and· ·an inc·oherent future result from a cognitive inability to deal with the future, or rather come
about because schizophrenics view their futures as being
hopeless and so do not invest themselves into projecting
too far into their futures or in organizing them.
It is suggested that in order to reduce the conceptual difficulties which have beset studies of time
perspective, future investigators take greater care in
clearly. defining terms relating to time perspective and
avoid using these terms in an interchangeable manner
which Wallace (1956) has noted.

It is also recommended

that in order to eliminate some of the methodological
problems in this area, future efforts concentrate on
instrument development and standardization.

Investiga-

tors have often reported a slight relationship or none
at all among instruments designed to measure a dimension
of future time perspective (Heimberg, 1963; Lessing, 1968;
Platt et al., 1971; Ruiz et al., 1967).

In the present

study, for example, a low correlation (.06) was found
between two measures of future extension.

Thus, instru-
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ment development and standardization seem to require the
immediate efforts of investigators in this area.
Maslow (1968) has stated that "no theory of psycholOf!;'J

will ever be complete which does not centrally

incorporate the concept that man has his future within
him, dynamically active at this present n1oment (p. 15)."
Hopefully, greater conceptual consistency and instrument
development will lead us to a greater understanding of
how man deals with his future.

sur.~MARY

The purpose of the present study was to investigate future-conceptual functioning as related to premorbid adjustment in schizophrenia.

Groups of 24 reactive

schizophrenics, 24 process schizophrenics, and 24 normals
were compared on measures of future time perspective and
planning abilities.

The three groups were matched on

age and intelligence; and the two schizophrenic groups
were matched on length of current psychiatric hospitalization, length of total psychiatric hospitalization, daily
antipsychotic drug dosage, and relative severity of
psychotic symptoms,

Although process-reactive differences

were predicted in future extension, future coherence,
future 'density, directionality, time competence, planning
abilities, and locus of internal-external control, a
significant difference was only found on the dimension of
future coherence, with reactives being significantly more
coherent in their organization of future events than
process Ss.
While normals were predicted to differ from both
schizophrenic groups in future extension, future coherence, future density, directionality, time competence,
and planning abilities, a significant difference between
102
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the normals and both schizophrenic groups was only found
on one of the two measures of future extension, with normals having a greater future extension.

Normals were

found to be significantly more coherent in their organization of future events and showed greater planning
abilities (on two of the three planning tasks) than the
process Ss, but did not differ from the reactives in
coherence or in planning abilities.
Since neither all nor the majority of the dimensions
of future time perspective were related to each other in
a positive and significant manner in any of the three
groups of Ss, support was not found for a unitary or
unidimensional interpretation of future time perspective.
Results were discussed in terms of therapeutic implications and in terms of the directions which future
research efforts may take.
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